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ABSTRACT 

The time distribution of the decays of an initially pure K0 beam into 

n+n-n° has been analyzed to determine the complex parameter W (also known 

as ~+-o and (x + iy)). The K0 beam was produced in a brass target by the 

interactions of a 2.85 GeV/c n- beam which was generated on an internal 

target in the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL) Bevatron. The counters 

and hodoscopes in the apparatus selected for events with a neutral (K0 )' 

produced in the brass target, two charged secondaries passing through a 

magnet spectrometer and a y-ray shower in a shower hodoscope. 

From the 275K apparatus triggers, 148 K - n+n-n° events were isolated. 

The presence of a y-ray shower in the optical shower chambers and a two-

prong vee in the optical spark chambers were devices used to isolate the 

events. The backgrounds were further reduced by reconstructing the momenta 

of the two charged secondaries and applying kinematic constraints • . 

The best fit to the final sample of 148 events distributed between 

.3 and 7.0 Ks lifetimes gives: 

ReW = 

ImW = 

-.05 ±.17 

39 
+.35 

+. -.37 

This result is consistent with both CPT invariance (ReW = O) and CP 

invariance (W = 0). Backgrounds are estimated to be less than 10% and 

systematic effects have also been estimated to be negligible. 

An analysis of the present data on CP violation in this decay mode 

0 and other K decay modes has estimated the phase of e to be 45.3 ± 2.3 

degrees. This result is consistent with the super weak theories of CP 
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violation which predicts the phase of e to be 43°. This estimate is in 

turn used to predict the phase of ~oo to be 48.0 ± 7.9 degrees. This is 

a substantial improvement on presently available measurements. The largest 

error in this analysis comes from the present limits on W from the world 

average of recent experiments. The K ~ ~u~ mode produces the next largest 

error. Therefore further experimentation in these modes would be useful. 
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 

The observation of the decay K1 - n+n-(l), and of interference 

between the Ks and K1 decays into ~n- provides compelling evidence of 

a CP violation in the K0 
- K0 system (see Appendix I). The observed 

CP violating amplitudes are of a magnitude of 2xlo-3 of the CP conserving 

amplitudes. This observed CP violation could arise from a CP violation 

in the K0 and K0 transition amplitudes to 2n or from a CP violation in 

the Ks, K1 states (that is, Ks and K1 might not be eigenstates of CP). 

Present evidence(Z) indicates that the first hypothesis cannot account 

for the observed effects in the 2n decay mode. On the other hand , the 

observation<3) of a charge asymmetry in the decays K1 - n±e~v demonstrate 

that the K1 state is not an eigenstate of CP. 

In order for the Ks and K1 states not to be eigenstates of CP 

(assuming CPT invariance) , it is necessary for K0 to K° CP violating 

transitions to occur. These transitions might occur directly (super 

weak interaction theories) or through intermediate states (on and/or 

off the mass shell). Numerous conjectures(4) have been made as to the 

origin of this CP violating K0 -i<0 transition. Glashow(S) has proposed 

that this transition might occur through a 3n intermediate state. This 

theory suggests that a maximal CP violation would also occur in the 

transition amplitudes for K0 and K0 into 3n in order to account for the 

size of the observed effect in K - 2n . (A maximal violation means that 

the CP conserving amplitude is comparable to the CP violating amplitude.) 
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The three-body pion decays which we shall consider, 

(1. la) 

(1.lb) 

primarily occur with final states of total isotropic spin I = 1. This is 

due to centrifugal barriers impeding other states (see Appendix II). If 

we define the complex amplitude for reaction (l.la) as Yei~ and the 

amplitude for reaction (l.lb) as -Yei~, then CPT requires Y = Y and 

CP requires ~ = ~ and Y = Y (see Appendix IIn. Cabibbo(6 ) has shown 

that, assuming CPT invariance and the l6Il = 1/2 rule for nonleptonic 

decays, the rates for ~ and K~ decay are, approximately, 

(1. 2a) 

(1. 2b) 

where P = n+n-n°/n+n+n- is the phase space ratio. 

Using recent data( 7) on the K~, K+ decay rates, Equation (l.2a) gives 

~ - ~ = 50° ± 6 J 

· predicting 

f(K~ 
f (K0 

L 

+ - 0 
-+rt rt rt) 

= 150 + .017 
• - .023 

This is similar to the maximal CP violation as described by Glashow and 

is not ruled out by present data on K~ decay (see Chapter V). 

The purpose of this experiment is to search for a maximal CP 

vio lu t ion in the decay amplitudes for K0 and i{0 into 31(. In order to 

measure these amplitudes we observed the time distribution of the decay 
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of an initially pure K0 beam into n+n-n° over the range of times from 

.3 to 7 Ks lifetimes. In this time range interference between the CP 

forbidcen transition Ks _. 3n and the CP allowed transition KL _. 3n (see 

Appendix III) would be evidence of a CP violation. If we define the ratio 

of these two amplitudes to be: 

w = 
(n+n-n°1Hw!Ks) 

(n+n-no!Hw!KL) 
(1.3) 

then the time distribution of the decays in this experiment(from a K0 beam) 

is: 

- t I T - t /'T ( J -t ( ! +! ) 
F(t) - e L + 1w12e S+ 2 ReWcos(~mt)-ImWsin(6mt) e 2 1i:. S 

(1.4) 

where 'TS and 'TL are the Ks and KL lifetimes and t:Jn is the absolute 

value of the mass difference between the Ks and KL. 

Assuming that the I = 1 3n states are dominant (see Appendix III) 

it can be shown that ReW # 0 is a violation of CPT invariance and W # 0 

is a violation of CP invariance. In this experiment the resolution on 

ReW is ± .17 and the resolution on ImW is ± .35. Therefore a maximal 

CP violation ( !mW - 1) would be detectable. 

Beyond the possibility of observing a large CP violation in this 

mode, the measurement of W is of use in various sum rules. The sum 

rule (the sum is over the final states (f) available to K0 decay and 

~ is the phase space): 
·f 

(1.5) 

has been used by Schubert(S) to demonstrate that the present data on 

CP violation in K0 decay is consistent with CP and T violation and 
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at the same time it is consistent with CPT conservation. The contribution 

to this sum from the 3rt mode is Wy 
KL--• a 11 3rt. 

Lee and Wu( 9) have shown that the sum 

can be used (asswning CPT invariance) to determine the phase of e. The 

Ks and KL states are defined in terms of e and the K0 and K° states by: 

(1. 7) 

The contribution to this sum from the 3rt mode is iinMy~~ all Jrt" Pre

sently the limits on the accuracies of these sums (equations 1.5 and 1.6) 

come from the Ke 3 modes and the K ~ 3rt modes. This will be discussed 

further in Chapter V. 

To conclude this discussion, the measurement of W can determine 

whether or not there is a maximal CP violat i on in K ~ 3rt and possibly 

account for the observed CP violations in other decay modes. Further, 

the experimental limits placed on W are of aid in refining our knowledge 

of the CP and CPT (€ and &(lO)) violating parameters in the Ks and KL 

states. 
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CHAPTER II - APPARATUS 

The purpose of this experiment was to observe the time distribution 

of the decay of an initially pure K0 beam into n+, n, n°. In order to 

do this the apparatus (Figure 1) had three main parts: the Production-

Decay Region (I), in which the K01 s were produced and their decay obser-

ved, the Momentum Spectrometer Region (II), in which the momentum of the 

charged secondaries was measured, and the Shower Region (III). In the 

latter region, gamma rays from the decay of the n° were observed to 

shower in lead plate shower chambers. In this region the charged 

secondaries were observed nottoshower (not electrons). The invariant 

mass of the charged secondaries (from region II) and the presence of at 

least one ganuna ray shower from region III were devices used to eliminate 

backgrounds. The position distribution in region I of the vertex of the 

"vee" formed by the charged secondaries together with a knowledge of the 

momentum distribution of the K0 's were used to infer the time distribu

.. ,.+ - o* tion of the decay K - ,, n n 

The following five sections of this chapter are devoted to a more 

detailed description of these three regions of the apparatus and a more 

precise description of the triggering and the data recording. 

I. Production-Decay Region 

In this region of the apparatus (Figure 2) K0 were produced in a 

brass target by a 2.85 Gev n- beam. Some typical reactions for pro-

ducing K0 at this energy are: 

1~ Information regarding the K0 momentum distribution was obtained by 
observing Ks- 1t+ 1c - in calibration runs which were designed to trigger 
on this mode. 
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1( + p _, Ko + A ( 2 . 1) 

1( + p _, Ko + A + :ilo ( 2. 2) 

1( +p _, N + Ko + Ko (2.3) 

The :il- beam ( see Appendix IV) entered this r egion of the apparatus 

t hrough counter S4 . After passing through a spark chamber module which 

defined the spatial position of the incident beam particle, it entered 

t he first brass targe t through counter Cl. The n- beam partic le passed 

through the target and the veto counter Vl direct ly in back of the 

t arget without interacting 92% of the time . Most of the time when the 

beam particle i nteracted in the t arget it produced charged forward 

secondaries which triggered Vl and thus vetoed the event . I n 10 '% of the 

i nteractions no charge forward secondaries were produced. These events 

are described by the notation Cl·Vl indicat ing t hat a beam pion triggered 

Cl but nei ther the beam nor a charged secondary triggered Vl. 

In addition to the first target there was a second target l ocated 

24'' downstream of the first . The second t arget received 30% of the 

b eam part icles that passed through the first without i nteracting. The 

s equence c2v2 from this t arget could also trigger the apparatus. The 

events from this target were not us ed in the fina l da ta sample beca use 

the background problems were worse and the informat ion content of these 

events was s ma ll in comparison to the events from the fir s t target . 

The coL.nt er SS fir ed 10% of the time ir~ \vhich a Cl Vl sequence occurred . 

The sequence Cl·Vl·SS indicates that a b eam particle produced a for-

ward neutral in the t arget Tl. The forward neutra l (K, {\, y, or 

N) propagated past Vl into the decay region where i t decayed or 
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i nteracted and produced charged secondaries. One or both of the charged 

secondaries passed throu gh and triggered SS . 

The decay region from Tl to SS was 3S" l ong (equiva l ent to 7 Ks 

li fe times at the mean K0 momentum) . In this region there were six 

s park chambe r modules for observing the " vee". The combined mass of 

t h ese modules is . 06 radiation l engths and . 02 collision l engths. 

I I . Momentum Spectrometer Regi on 

From the Production-J.)8cay Region the s econdaries entered the 

aperture of the momentum ana l yzing magnet . This magnet had a pole 

piece 6011 in diameter and a 22" gap . Approx imately 2/ 3 of the data 

was taken at 2 . 0 Kg and 1/3 at 2. 8 Kg . The momentum r esolution was 

7'% . The t otal material traversed was .OS radiation l engths . 

On entering this region the secondaries pa ssed through a spark 

chamber module ( 6 gaps ) and into a gas Cerenkov counter conta i ning 

fr eon at a p~essure of one atmosphere ( see Appendix VI ) . Th i s counter 

would t rigger on e l ectrons but not on pions with an efficiency o f 97 '% . 

It was used in veto in the data reduction thus re j ecting events with 

el ectron secondaries . The pulse height from this counter was recorded 

for each event . 

After l eaving the gas counter at the center of t he rnagne~ the 

s econdaries passe d through the Multiples Hodoscope counters (MH· on 

Figure 1) and anothe r sparl( chamber module (4 gaps). The MR counter 

consisted of lS counters, 1 i nch wide, oriented horizontal l y . The 

t r i gger required tha t two of these counters fire thus indicating two 

s econdaries. 
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Next the secondaries exited from the back of the magnet and passed 

through another spark chamber module (6 gaps) and through the Rear 

Hodoscope counter (RH). The RH consisted of 32 counters, 4 inches wide, 

oriented vertically. The trigger required that 2 RH counters fire, 

reinforcing the requirement of 2 charged secondaries. In 85% of the 

data the secondaries were required to be on opposite sides of the RH. 

That is, one was required to go through RH #l-~16 and the other through 

RH #17-*32. In the remaining 15% of the data this requirement was not 

made. 

III. Shower Region 

After passing through the RH counters, the secondaries entered the 

shower chambers. There were 3 modules with 6 plates and 1 radiation 

length per module. If the secondaries were not electrons they passed 

through the shower chamber unimpeded approximately 80% of the time 

(approximately 20% of the time hadrons interacted). If they were elec

trons they would initiate an electron shower. 

Directly in back of the shower chambers was a shower hodoscope of 

14 sandwiched counters, 10" wide, oriented vertically. The sandwich 

consisted of a 3/8 inch thick piece of scintillator followed by 2 radia

tion lengths of lead followed by another piece of scintillator. Each 

scintillator had its own photo tube. The pulses from the 2 photo tubes 

were added and the sum for each of the 14 counters was part of the 

recorded data. 

The role the shower counters played in the trigger was to enrich 

the events with associated gamma ray showers. A gamma ray that originated 

in the Production-Decay Region (either at the production point or the 
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decay point) could propagate freely through the system until it reached 

the 3 radiation lengths of lead in the shower chambers and the 2 radia

tion lengths in the shower counters. The chances of it not converting 

in the shower chambers is 5%. Once a gamma ray conversion has occurred 

the shower propagates back to the shower counters where it can leave a 

pulse between 0 and 7 times minimum ionizing. If the sum of the pulses 

on either side (SHC +1-+7 or +s- ~14) was greater than 3 times minimum 

ionizing the trigger requirement of the shower counters was met. 

In the data where the charged secondaries were required to be on 

opposite sides, this shower requirement could be met by the sum of a 

2 times n.inimum ionizing shower and a minimum ionizing charged secondary. 

In the data where the charged particles cou ld be on the same side, the 

trigger requirement could be met simply by one or both particles pro

ducing slightly greater than minimum ionizing pulses on the same side. 

When the charged particles were on the same side the shower was required 

to be on the opposite side in the final sample but not in the trigger. 

IV. Triggering 

To summarize the previous three sections, the apparatus was triggered 

by the following sequence of events: a 3 GeV n- propagates through the 

beam tube and triggers counters Sl, S2, S3, S4, and passes through a 

hole in S4V failing to trigger it. It then enters the target triggering 

counter Cl and interacts in the brass to produce a forward K0 which does 

not trigger counter Vl. The K0 decays into ~+n- n°. The charged pions 

propagate through the spectrometer triggering SS, 2 MH counters and 
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2 RH counters. A gamna ray from the rt
0 decay propagates through the 

spectrometer and converts in the shower chambers where together with 

one of the charged pions it must leave a pulse greater than 3 times 

minimum ionizing (SH). 

Under normal conditions 2xl05 rt- beam particles satisfying S3·S4·S4V 

entered the apparatus during 1 Bevatron pulse. On the average, only 

.38 Tl events per beam pulse occurred which satisfied the above trigger 

requirements. The effect of the various counter requirements are shown 

in Table 1. 

v. Data Recording 

The data for this experiment consisted of spark chamber information 

recorded on 3 frames of 35 nun film and counter information (both digital 

and analog) recorded on magnetic tape. There were two types of recording. 

The first type consisted of events which only partially fulfilled the 

above trigger requirements. This type of event generated a magnetic tape 

record but no film record. The second type of event was called a "pix" 

event because the spark chambers were fired thus generating a picture and 

a record on magnetic tape. Pix events occurred when the logic require• 

ments for isolating K0~ n+n-n° or K0 ~ n±e~v were satisfied. Calibration 

runs were also taken in which the logic requirements for events of the 

form K
0 ~ n+n- could also generate pix events. 

Both a plan view and a side view of all the spark chambers (labeled 

SC) in Figure 1 were photographed. In order to accomplish this, three 

separate optical systems with three separate cameras were employed. The 

division of the optics corresponds to the divisions of the first three 

sections of this chapter. That is, the Production-Decay Region, the 



Required Counters 

S1·S2 

s1 ·s2·S3 ·S
4

·s
4
v * 

(Beam) ·c1 ·v1 

(Beam) °C1 · v1 °S5 

Added 
Counters 

S1·S2 

s
3
.s

4
.s

4
v 

C1·V1 

SS 

(Beam)·C ·V ·S ·MH·RH MH·RH 1 1 5 

(Beam)•C1 ·V1 ·Ss·MH·RH·NS NS 

(Beam) ·Ci ·\i·Ss-MH·RH·NS·SH SH 

Purpose of Addition 

Defines primary beam focus. 

Defines beam in the production decay 
region. 

Suggests that a neutral has been 
produced in Tl. 

Implies that the neutral has decayed 
in the Production Decay Region. 

Requires two charged secondaries in the 
MH and RH hodoscope apertures. 

Requires that the two secondaries be on 
opposite sides of the RH. 

Requires a 3 times minimum pulse on at 
least one side of the shower counters. 
This favors events with a y-ray shower. 

Number of Successes 
Per Beam Pulse 

4.4xl05 

2xl05 

630 

63 

4.5 

2.2 

.38 

*The combination s1 ·s 2 ·S 3 ·s4 ·s4v is represented by (Beam) in subsequent rows. X indicates that counter 
Xis in veto (-=veto). 

TABLE 1 - Tl Event Counter Requirements 

t--' 
VJ 
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Momentum Spectrometer Region, and the Shower Chamber Region. The plan 

view of the spark chambers just up stream of the RH (see Figure 1) 

appeared on the Shower film while both views of these chambers appeared 

on the Spectrometer film. While the Momentum Spectrometer film was used 

exclusively for track reconstruction and charge and momentum analysis, 

the film from the other two sections was used for scanning as well as 

momentum analysis. 

As stated above, magnetic tape records were written for both the 

events that fully satisfied the pix requirements and for the ones that 

only partially satisfied them. The information in these records came 

from the various counters in both digital (on-off) and analog (pulse 

height) forms. The digital information was temporarily stored in a 

buffer (BS-1, Figure 3). The pulse heights were stored as charges in a 

bank of capacitors. After the spark chambers had fired, the computer 

read the digital information out of the buffer and directed the trans

lation of the capacitor charges into 6 bit numbers. Thus the analog 

pulse heights were represented in the set of integers from 1 to 63. 

Pulse heights that corresponded to numbers greater than 63 were stored 

as the number 63. These 6 bit numbers were stored in pairs as 12 bit 

words in the computer memory. Similarly the digital information was 

combined into 12 bit words for storage, e.g., 12 counters to 1 computer 

word. After 3 events (both pix and non pix events) were accumulated in 

the memory of the computer, they were written as one record on the 

magnetic tape. In addition to recording th i s information, the computer 

kept h i stograms of various quantit i es as a check on the performance of 

the apparatus. 
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From January to April 1968, 900 K pictures were taken with this 

apparatus of which 275 K were good K ~ n+n-n° triggers. The magnetic 

field was reversed 25 times during this period. The total data taken 

at each polarity was the same. This was done to cancel out any geometric 

charge asymmetric effects in the apparatus. This was not so important 

for this experiment but was necessary for the Ke 3 experiment which was 

done in tandem with this one. Appendix XIII contains additional informa

tion on running procedures and checks on the apparatus. The reduction 

of these 275 K pictures to 148 final sample events is discussed in the 

next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III - DATA REDUCTION 

The data reduction process in this experiment extracted 148 K0 -

rt+ rt- rt0 events from 275,664 apparatus trigger events. The principle 

backgrounds came from K0 
- rt+ rt- events and A - p rt- events. These back

grounds occur 103 times more frequently than the signal and therefore 

require a reduction factor of~ 104 • This reduction was achieved in 

two ways. A reduction of 102 was obtained by requiring at least one 

associated gamma ray with each event. The gamma ray had to produce a 

visible photon shower in the shower chambers and a pulse (> 1.2 minimum 

ionizing) in the shower counters. A second reduction factor (~ 102) was 

then obtained by the kinematic reconstruction of the events. The mea

sured parameters enabled the reconstruction of invariant masses of the 

charged secondaries under various assumptions about the nature of the 

particles (whether they were pions or protons). These reconstructed 

masses then allowed the isolation of the K - rt+ rt- rt0 events from the 

remaining background events. 

The numerous steps in the data reduction are discussed below in 

the order in which they were applied. These steps are summarized in 

Table 2. The visual scan of the Production Decay Region was done late 

in the process so that it could receive enough attention to avoid biasing 

the position distribution of the decays. 

I. The Computer Scan 

The first step in the data reduct i on was to select likely candi

dates from the magnetic tape. The program designed for this purpose 

passed 12~ of the candidates from the first target (Tl). The events 



, .. .. 
Step 

Apparat us 
trigger 

Computer scan 
of the magne
tic tape . 

Visual s can 
shower cham
bers . 

Production 
de cay re gion 
visual scan . 

Measurement 
in the shower 
r e gion and 
produc t ion 
de cay region. 

Partial re
construction 

2 
X cut. 

Momentum 
Spectrometer 
measuring and 
reconstruction. 

Purpose 

Selected f or neutral decays into two 
charged secondaries with an associated 
y-ray. 

Enriched the y-ray concentration by 
requiring a pulse in a shower counter 
which was not associated with either 
charged secondary . Also took only Tl 
events . 

Looked for y-ray conversions in the 
correct shower counters and two 
charged secondaries . 

Find a vee indicating that a neutral 
decayed into two charged secondaries . 

Measured the events and applied straight
forward consistency requirements and re
measured poorly measured events . 

Reconstructed the vertex and the two 
particle trajectories with the above 
measurements . 

Removes candidates with poor trajec
tories . 

Reconstructs a ccura te trajectories 
and kinematic variables. 

TABLE 2 - The Data Reduction 

Principle Reason 
for Failure 

See Table 1 

No pulse found 
(see Table 3) 

No .y-ray found 

No vee found 

Vees didn't meet 
the scanning cri 
ter ia 

Failed to find an 
acceptable MR 
counter for a tra
jectory 

x2>100 for 4 
degrees of freedom . 

Couldn't fit a 
trajectory . 

Percent 
Passed 

6 . 5 

25 

59 

85 

84 

90 

99 

Number 
Passed 

275,664 

17,234 

4,004 

2,357 

1,992 

1,687 

1, 523 

1,509 

Page 1 of 2 

~ 
co 



Step Purpose Principle Reason 
for Failure 

Shower Apply stringP.nt shower chamber crit~ria. y-ray caused by 
Rescan a pion. 

Consistency x21r<5, opposite charges, small GC pulse, -
cuts aperture cut. 

Mass cuts + -M + -< .38 GeV removes K-+ re re re re ~re-< 1.20 GeV 

~re- > 1.20 GeV removes A ~pre-

Fiducial 9 .5" < L < 41.0" L > 41.0" 
volume cut 

(Continued) TABLE 2 - The Data Reduction 

Percent 
Passed 

68 

88 

18 

94 

Number 
Passed 

1,016 

898 

158 

148 

Page 2 of 2 

~ 

\.0 
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from the second target (T2) were not used because the background problems 

from this target were worse (the kinematic reconstruction was poor). 

Also the contribution of the T2 events to the knowledge of the time 

distribution (only the slope at early times could be extracted) was 

small compared to the contribution from the Tl events. 

The cuts which the computer scan made on the data are sununarized 

in Table 3 in the order in which they were applied. The T2 events 

were removed, then consistency cuts (~2-,p.6) were made on the data. 

These cuts reinforced the demands of the fast trigger logic. Next 

(cut *7) each of the two charged particles were required to leave a 

pulse of at least 1/2 minimum ionizing in at least one of two shower 

counters. The two pairs of shower counters (SHC) for each charged 

particle were determined from the two triggered Rear Hodoscope counters 

(RH) by the following formula (the division is "integer division", 

e.g., 3/2 = 2/2 = 1): 

(SHC,p.) i = 
{ 

(RH'/f)i/2 

or 

(RH'if). /2-1 
l. 

(3.1) 

where 1 ~ SHc* ~ 14, 2 ~RH#~ 31; i labels the particle (1 or 2). 

On the basis of a Monte Carlo calculation it was determined that 

only 1% of the pions from K - n+ n n° events would fail to meet this 

consistency requirement between the RH number and the SHC number. In 

Figure 1 these shower counters are shaded for the pion trajectories 

shown (dotted lines). Approximately 10~ of the pions are expected to 

i ntPra c t in the shower chambers . However , in mos t cases (801,) the 



Cut 

1 - Tl 

2 - PPG 

3 - NRH 

4 - NMH 

5 - RH Blank 

6 - TARG 

7 - Pion 
Pulses 

8 - y Pulse 

Purpose 

Take events from the first target only. 

Requires ~~y trigger. 

Number of Rear Hodoscope counters fired is 2. 

Number of Multiples Hodoscope counters fired is 2. 

Reject events where Rear Hodoscope numbers 1 
or 32 fired. 

Requires that the event be unambiguously Tl or 
T2 (rejects Cl C2 events). 

Requires a 1/2 minimum or greater pulse in Shower 
counters for each pion. 

Requires a pulse in allowed Shower counter greater 
than 1.2 minimum ionizing for a y ray. 

TABLE 3 - Computer Scan 

Percent passed from 
one ste.E..._.to next 

54 

56 

98 

97 

97 

95 

77 
N 
I-' 

I 

19 
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charged secondaries from the interaction meet the above shower counter 

pulse height requirements. 

After it was determined that a correct shower counter had a pulse 

for each of the two triggered rear hodoscope countersJ the program then 

looked for shower counters which met they-ray selection criteria. The 

requirements for these counters were: 

(1) They must not be in the set of counters calculated from 

equation (3.1) (the pion counters). 

(2) They must be on the same side of the apparatus (SHC numbers 

1-7 or 8-14) as the 3 times minimum pulse which caused the fast logic 

apparatus trigger. 

(3) They must have a pulse greater than 1.2 minimum ionizing. 

The numbers of the shower counters that met the above criteria were 

printed out and used in the subsequent visual scan of the shower 

chambers. 

The computer scan described above retained 17J234 Tl events. On 

the basis of 30 K - n+ n- n° events which were isolated without the 

computer scan and on geometric considerations it is estimated that this 

process was (75 ± 10%) efficient at picking up good K - n+ n-no events. 

II. The Shower Scan 

After the computer scanJ a visual scan of the shower chambers was 

conducted. The purpose of this scan was to find events with two good 

charged particle tracks corresponding to the two RH counters that fired 

and at least one good garrana ray shower going into the shower counter(s) 

designated in the computer scan. 
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If either of the charged particle tracks were obviously an electron 

shower, the event was rejected. If any tracl· s resulting from the charged 

tracks (interactions and scatterings) went into the shower counter desig

nated fo r the gamma ray shuwer, the event was rej ected. The charged par

ticle tracks had to produce at leas t 3 sparks out of the 6 gaps in the 

first shower chamber module ( there were 3 modules for a total of 3 r adia tion 

lengths ) and its extrap ol ated trajectory had to be within 1 RH counter 

of a triggered RH counter . 

The minimum amount of showering for an acceptable shower depended 

on the shower module in which the conver s ion took pla c e . If the gamma 

ray converted in the last module then the minimum showe r consiste d of 

3 sparks in a row (- -- ). If it converted in the middle module it had 

to have at l east one spark off to the side (- - ---=-- ). If the shower 

began in the firs t module it had to have at leas t two sparks in a row 

off to the side (- - ------ -==---). 

The shower scan was 95% efficient at picking up events which satis

fi ed the criter i a . During this scan 25 6/o of the events which pass ed the 

computer scan were accepted. 

III. Th~ Pr oduction-Decay Region Sca n 

Thi s region of the appa ratus was scanne d for t'w prong "vees" . 

This indicates the de cay of a neutral particle into t wo charged par -

ticles. In order to preven t scann ing i nefficiencies from biasing the 

time distribution this region was double d scanned . The two sca nners 

were 98'f; and 96 6/o efficient on the r aw data which cons isted mainly of 

K - 2fi and A ~ p fi . The effic iency on the K - 3n events is not as we ll 
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known because of low sta tistics, but was found to be approximate ly 

( 96 ± 2%) for each scanner. The efficiency as a funct i on of decay 

posi tion f or the r aw da t a is shown i n Tabl e 4. 

In order to aid the scanners in findi ng the "vee", a s e tup was 

provided which enabled them to determine which Multiples Hodoscope (MH) 

counter the track proj ected into. Tracks originating in the first four 

spark chamber modules (Figure 2) had to pr oj ect to within t\vO counters 

(if ~no was the right one then 41-.s , :ff9, fflO, 4,bll, and #12 were a cceptable ) 

o f the correct one . If the vee began in t he l ast t wo modules then the 

tracks had to pro j ect to within thr ee counters of the corr ect one . 

Once the tracks were found tha t fulfill e d this MH reqt.:ir ement , the 

scanner would try to cons truct a vee out of them . The ver tices of the 

vees as de termi ned in the two perpendicular views had t o agree to within 

6 plates ( approximately 2 inches ) in order for the candidate to be accept

abl e . If there were any noticeable bend s in either of the arms of the vee 

(greater than 4 degrees ) the event was r e jected . If either arm passed 

out side of an a per ture l ocated at SS (Figure 2) the event was rej ect ed. 

This ap erture was s e t at ± 9 inches i n the plan view and ± 5 i nches in 

the side view . After the measur ing and r econs truction, this aperture 

was narrowed to ± 8 inches and ± 4 inches in the two views respective ly. 

This phase of the scanning pas sed 59% of the candidates . When a 

good "vee" was found , the scanner not ed the modu l e number and the plate 

number (11 plate s per module ) of the verte'< of the vee . Any time there 

was a discr epancy of more than 3 pla t e n umber s (approxima tely 1 inch 

in space) between the ver t ex posit ions de t ermined by the t wo scanners 



Inches from 
Target 

Percent Efficiency 
Scanner f1i 1 

Percent Efficiency 
Scanner f1i 2 

0.7-3. 3 .-9. 

98±.5 99±.5 

97±.5 98±1 

9.-15. 

99±1 

99±1 

15 .-21. 

10o+o 
-2 

91±5 

TABLE 4 - Vee Scanning Efficiency 

21.-27. 27-.--33. 

99±1 95±2 

93±3 94±2 

Total 

.7-33. 

98±.5 

96:1::.5 

N 
\Jl 
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or any time one of them found a vee and the other didn't,the event was 

examined by a physicist and the discrepancy was resolved. This occurred 

in 15% of the events which reached this stage of the scanning process. 

IV. Measuring and Reconstruction 

The computer scan, the shower scan, and the Production-Decay Region 

scan retained 2357 events. These events were next measured in the spark 

chambers, in the Shower Region, and the Production Decay Region. The 

positions and angles of each track in both regions were recorded by a 

digitized protractor measuring machine (see Appendix VIII for measure

ment accuracy). Using this information a vertex and a trajectory for 

each track were reconstructed. Next the events were measured in the 

Momentum Spectrometer Region using the previously calculated trajectory 

to aid in the measuring of the relevant tracks. Vertices and trajectories 

were again fitted using the measurement information from all the spark 

chambers. 

The measuring process was more complicated than the above description. 

At various stages events could be rejected for a number of reasons. The 

overall attrition rate was 37%. The first place where events could be 

rejected was in the checking procedure applied to the Production-Decay 

Region and the Shower Region measurement. After measuring the events 

twice, 15% failed to pass this checking procedure. This check required 

the scanning MH and RH requirements to be met by the measured tracks. 

It required that the association of the tracks between the two views 

be consistent between the measurement and the scanning determination. 

In addition, the vertex positions in the two views had to agree with each 

other and with the visual determination to 1.5". 
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The measured events that passed the above checking procedure were 

then fitted in the computer . First, two lines were constructed connecting 

the vertex (best fitted vert ex ) with the position of the tracks in the 

Shower Region. If these lines failed to pass within one i nch of the 

correct MH counters, the event was rejected; 16 56 of the events failed 

this test. 

Events that passed the above t est were then fitted to a v ertex and 

t wo traj ectories through the magnet . The association of tracks between 

the Shower Region and the Production Decay Region was determined from 

the e l evation vi ew (top to top, bottom to bottom). If thi s association 

didn't work t he opposite one was attempted. 

Nex ~ a cut was put of the data which e liminated events with tracks 

whose fit had a chi square greater than 100 for 4 d egrees of f reedom ; 

10% of the events were eliminated by this cu t . The above cuts ma inl y 

removed events with tracks that scattered in the magnet . 

The rema ining events were then measured i n the Momentum Spectrometer 

Region . The measurer was i nstructed to measure a ll tracks and sparks 

within c ertain tolerances of the above fitted tra j ectory . The measure

ments which were closest t o the fitted trajectory were then used to fit 

a n ew tra j ec t ory . If the c a lculated chi square per degree of freedom 

for a given measurement was greater than 18 , or if a measurement coul d 

not be found within certain tol erances of the original fitt ed traject ory, 

t hen that pa.:ticular spark chamber was dro?ped from the fit and a n ew 

fit attempted . The Production Deca y Region chambers could not be 

dropped. Also, it was f orbidden to drop both the shower chambers and 

spark chambers just upstream of the Shower Region. The typical track 
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retained 4 or 5 meas urements ( spark chaml>ers) out o f a max i mum of 5. 

Only 16fa of the events failed this fina l r e cons truction. 

V. Shower Rescan 

The events which reconstructed well were next subj ected to a re s can 

o f the shower chambers. by a physicis t . A breakdown of the events re-

j ected in this rescan is given in Table 5. Overa ll, 32% of the events 

were rej ec ted at this stage . The principle reason for rejecting them 

was tha t the y-ray was uncertain for one reason or another . 

VI . Co~iist ency Cuts 

After the Shower Res can the following c uts were made on the data 

i n order to purify it further and remove the large K - 2fi and A - pfi 

backgrounds. Requiring tha t the charged s econdar ies have oppos ite 

charge removed 1% of the events. Then, 2'fb were removed by cutting the 

Gas Counter pulse at or below 1 ( the typica l electron pulse was 20 ) . 

Next, 76/> of t he data was removed by na rrmving the aperture at SS ( see 

Fi gure 2 ) to ± 8" from the centerline i n t he plan v iew and ± 4" i n t he 

e levation view. Tracks passing outside these l imits had a l arge chance 

o f scattering in the i;~al ls and the electronics of the spark chambers so 

t hese events were rejected . After this , l .56J, of t he remaining events 

were removed by cutting the chi-square per degree of freedom for both 

t racks individually at s*. Figure 4 shows the chi-squared distribu-

t ion o f the events before the Showe r Re scan . 

i > If all the spark chamber measurements were used there were 16 degrees 
o f fre edom fo r each track. 



1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Reason for Rejecting Event · 

The y-ray or the y-ray 1 s pulse was caused by a pion interaction 
or scattering. 

One or both of the pions was an electron. 

One of the pions couldn't be distinguished from a nearby 
track (ambiguous ). 

The y-ray began in the first half of the first shower module and 
lined up well with a track in the spark chamber just up stream 
(they looked like an electron). 

The y-ray opened by more than L,5° indicating a hadronic star. 

6) Other reasons. 

TABLE 5 - Shower Rescan Rejects 

Percent of those 
rejected 

1+5 

9 

9 

14 

6 

17 N 
l.O 
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The above cuts removed a total of 10% of the data and were designed 

to remove events which were questionable. The next two cuts removed 

events which were not caused by errors in the observation process but 

were due to physical background processes and so these are discussed 

in the next section. 

VII. Background Cuts 

There are numerous physical processes that can lead to an event 

topography of a neutral particle producing two charged secondaries in 

association with a y-ray. The K0 'sinthis experiment are made by asso-

ciated production in the brass target: 

n- + p - A + K
0 

Brass 
(3.2) 

The two principle sources of background in this experiment arise when 

one of the strange particles in reaction (3.2) decays to a neutral mode 

(producing n°'s and therefore y-rays) and the other decays to a charged 

mode (producing a vee). These reactions are: 

(3.3) 

and 
while Kg - 2n° - 4y (3.4) 

Reactions similar to (3.3) and (3.4) can also occur in which the y-ray 

comes frcm n° production in the target* and the charged secondaries come 

from Ks and A decays. However, the ratio of A to Ks decays in the 

* There is a 95% chance that one y-ray from this source will convert 
in the target and veto the event. See reaction (2.2) with n°-2y and 
y+Brass - e+e-. 
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data indicates that reactions (3.3) a nd (3.4) are the dominant sources 

of this type of background. 

Another source of ba ckground caus ed by Ks decays is : 

+ Ks -• 1L 1L y ( 3 . 5) 

In order to reduce the ba ckground from this source and to remove the 

background from reactions ( 3.3) and (3.4.) t\·10 ma ss cuts were applied 

t o the data. The Ks background wa s reduced by removing events with a 

1L+ 1L i nvariant mass, Mre+re- (assumes both seconda ries are pions ) , 

greater than .38 GeV. This removed approximat e ly 250 Ks decays from 

t he data. The background from reaction ( 3 .L~ ) was removed by assuming 

t he positive secondary wa s a proton and the negative one wa s a pion. 

The invariant mass, Mp
1
, -, was then calculated and events with Mp;C < 1. 20 

GeV were removed. This cut induced a charge as~Tu~etry i n the data . 

This offsets the time distribution at the 1% l evel ( through i nterfer-

ence with Ks _.I := 2 three-pion state ) and is therefore negligible . 

The effect of these two cuts on the data can be seen from Figures 

5 and 6. Figure 5 i s the ~re- distribution with the Ks events 

r emoved and Figure 6 is the M1L+re- distribution with the /\ events 

r emoved . It can be seen that approxima tely 400 (\ I S and 200 K
8

' s were 

1< 
r emoved by these cuts . This l eft 158 K -• re+ 1L- reO events i n the peak 

with Mre+1c < . 38 GeV (Figure 6 ). 

•'>There were a l s o approx i ma t e ly 150 events tha t could have been either 
I KI fl. s or s s. 
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397 EVENTS . 
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Figure 5 - A-mass distribution of the data events 
wi th K ~ 2n events removed. 
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VIII. Remnant Backgrounds 

The principle technique for estimating the remnant backgrounds 

in the K ... n+n-n° data is to compare the mass distribution for these 

data (Figures 5 and 6) with similar distributions (Figures 7 and 8) 

for K ... n+n- data (calibration runs). The calibration runs that were 

used for this purpose were analyzed in much the same way as the K ... 

n+n-n° data. The major difference is that there was no bias towards 

events with associated y-rays in the calibration run data. The largest 

effect of this difference was to alter the ratio of A decays to Ks 

decays by a factor of 3. ~decays are favored relative to Ks decays 

in the K ... n+n-n° data because reaction (3.4) produces more y-rays with 

higher energy than reaction (3.3). Because of this ratio difference 

the A-decay background (reaction 3.4) and the Ks decay background 

(reaction 3.3) have to be estimated separately. 

The sources of background from reactions (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) 

produce events at early times. These backgrounds therefore alter the 

ratio of events at early times to those at late times. The value of 

W (ReW in particular) is sensit~ve to this ratio. Other sources of 

background are listed below. 

(3.6) 

N + Zsp.Ch .... STAR+ y's (3.7) 

(3.8) 

I\ - Nn° L+ 2y 
(3.9) 
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267 EVENTS 

1.2 

Mp,,.- IN GeV 
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.010 GeV/BIN 

Fi.gure 7 - j\-muss distribution for the calibration 
runs wi th K - 2 i1 events removed. 
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These ba ckgrounds are expected to produce events uniformly in time ( space). 

Assuming that they have approx ima tely the same efficiency function as the 

Ko _, ri:+ri:-ri:0 events> the fit of W should be relatively unaffected by them. 

The remnant backgrounds for the processes ( 3.3) to (3.9) are dis 

cuss ed b elow. The number in parentheses next to the section title is the 

be s t estima te of the size of the part icular background in the fina l da ta 

s amp le. 

A-ta il ( . 2 ± 3 . 3 events ) 

Though the /\ peak is na rrow> it has a broad t a il which extends 

beyond 1.15 GeV . The dis tribut ion is smeared because the typical track 

must travers e 12% of a radiat ion length before entering the Shower 

Region. In order to e s timate the /\contamina tion above 1.15 GeV > a 

comparison is made in Table 6 of the /\mass distribut ion (+ tra ck 

has proton mass ) with the ~mass distribution ( -track has proton ma ss ) 

for the da ta and the calibration runs . Only events in the first ha lf 

(c losest to th e t arge t ) of the fiducia l volume are us ed . This retains 

85% of the A' s. Both the /\mas s and the A mass must be ab ove 1 .15 GeV . 

I n the calibration run the 2ri: ma ss is cut below . 42 GeV . This reta ins 

80% of the /\ ' s . In the data the 211 ma ss is cut between . 38 and .42 GeV. 

This retains 20% of the 6 ' s. This cut . excludes K _, ri:+ri:- ri: 0 events 

because they would wash out any effects. 

To estima te the f\ contaminati on in th e fina l data samp le we assume 

that this contamination would lie in the mass bin 1 . 20-1 . 25 GeV (every

thing below 1.20 GeV is remove d) . The excess off\ events over A events 

in th is mass bin ( see Table 6) i s ( - 1 ± 3.5) in the calibrat ion runs 



M/\ mass bins in GeV 1.15-1. 2 1. 2-1. 25 1.25-1.3 

Calibration runs !\ 10 5 1 

26 7 /\ ' s A 2 6 5 

Ml\< 1.15 GeV A-A 8±3.5 -1±3.3 -4±2.5 

Data 360/\ A 2 2 0 

with Mt\< 1.15 GeV /:. 0 1 3 

A-7\ 2±1.7 +1±1.7 -3±1.7 

Note: The /\ contamination in a mass bin is estimated 

by subtracting the A's from the /\ 1 s. 

TABLE 6 - The /\ Tail 

> 1.3 

9 

12 

-3±4.5 

7 

7 

0±4 

Cuts 

MA> 1.15, MA> 1.15 GeV 

MK< .42GeV, t < 3Kg life 

Total /\ efficiency is 68% 

Mt\> 1.15, Mi\> 1.15 GeV 

.38< MK < .42 GeV,t < 3TKs 

Total !\ efficiency is 17~ 

w 

'° 
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and (+l ±1. 7) in the data. By taking into account all the i ne ffici enc ies 

in the above proce ss and norma lizing the calibration runs to the data on 

the basis of the si zes of the /\ peaks) •·~e can estimate the /\ contamina tion 

in the final data sample in two ways. The calibrat ion run/\ tail gives 

an estimate of (-1.2 ± 4). The /\ tail for the data with .38 :S: Mri+,c :S: 

.42 GeVproduces an estima te of ( 3.5 ± 6) . If instead of assuming that 

this contamination is only in the bin 1.20 <M/\ < 1.25 GeV we assume that 

it is in the bin 1.20 < M
11 

< 1.3 GeV then these numbers become ( -6 ± 5) 

and ( - 7 ± 9) respectively. App lying this same technique to the bin 1.15 

Mt\ < 1. 20 GeV we find that a mass cut M/\ < 1.15 GeV would have left ( 10 

± 4) t\ events in the data sample by the calibration run estimate and (7 

± 6) events by th.e data sample estimate . For the purpos es of this experi

ment we will use the weighted average of the estimates obtained from the 

data and calibration run /\ tails with the assumption that the contamina tion 

lies in the bin 1. 20 < M11 < 1. 25 GeV . That is) the number of /\ events in 

the final data sample is (. 2 ± 3.3) events. 

K1 Decays (2 ± 1.5) and the Ks ~ 2n Tai l ( 4.5 ± 2) 

In the c alibration r un there are 16 events with M2n < .38 ( see 

Figure 8). The previous section put an upper limit of 2.3 11 ' s in this 

sample. An examination of the Production-De cay Region found only 1 out 

of 16 events which did not meet the data scanning criteria ( there was a 10° 

b end in one arm of the v ee ). Therefore) the background in this region of 

the calibration run is probably very representative of that in the K ~ 3n 

region of the data . There are two differences) hm~ever . First) the 

number of K ~ 2n in the c a librat ion run is t wice as great as in the 
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<lata, so the background estimate must be normalized by a factor of 2. 

Second, because of the gamma ray enhancement in the data, we would 

expect to find Ks _, n+n-~ events in this mass region and above. 

If we examine the vertex distribution of these 15 events tha t 

meet the K _,. n+n-rPcriteria , we find 3 events in the last half of 

the chamber. This l eads to an estima te of 5 ± 3 events caused by 

r easonable for 430 Ks _, 2n events, and the estimate 10 ± 3 caused 

by Ks deca ys ( these would be tail events from Ks_, n+n- ). The KL 

decays are not as serious a background fo r this experiment because 

the time distribution of these events will be fairly flat. Normalizing 

th is to the data 
190 Data K ..... 2n 
430 C.R. K->2n 

we get an estimate of ( 2 ± 1. 5 ) KL 

decays ( reaction 3.9) and (4.5 ± 2) Ks decays (reaction 3.3) in the 

K _, 3)t mass r egion . 

Next we examine the region of the 2n ma ss between .38 and .42 GeV . 

Again in order to remove KL decays we subtract 75~ of the events 

with vertices in the l ast half of the Production-Deca y Region from those 

in the first half . (Only 56/:i of the Ks decays occur beyond the half\.rny 

point and the relative efficiency for KL decays is approximately 75% 

in this 2n mass region. ) This gives 3.5 ~ 2.5 events in this region 

in the calibration run and 8 ± 4 events in the data. Subtrac ting the 

· 1 d 1 · b · ( -19 O) fr om the d t t t weig1t e ca i ration run a a even s we ge an excess 
430 

o f 6 .5 ± 4 events in the data as compared with the ca libration run . 
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Assuming that this excess is caused by K - n+n-y and assuming that 

the acceptance of the apparatus is roughly the same (for this type of 

event) in the region .35 < M2n < .38 GeV as for .38 < M2n < .42 GeV, then 

this excess leads to an estimate of 3 ± 2 Ks - n+n-y events in the region 

M2n < .38 GeV. 

K0 Production (1.5%) 

The presence of K01 s at t = 0 in the data would tend to wash out an 

interference term in this experiment. To wash it out completely would 

require that the number of K01 s equal the number of K01 s so a small number 

of i<01 s is not a problem. 

The production reaction for K0 's, from a 3 GeV n- beam is reaction 

(2.3). From reference (11) this reaction on hydrogen has 1/10 the cross-

section of the production reactions (2.1) and (2.2). The acceptance for 

events from reaction (2.3) was calculated to be down by at least another 

factor of 10 due to the wide angular distribution and the relatively low 

-o 0 momentum of the K 's and the K 's from this reaction. Therefore (2.3) 

could be expected to contribute less than 1% to the data. 

The production cross-section of the reaction 

(3.10) 

is 5 times greater than for (2.1). However, the K- contamination in 

the n- beam was found to be only .1% by a careful study of the pulse 

height distribution in a beam gas counter and time of flight measure

ments. Therefore this source of K01 s would contribute only 1/2% to 

the data. 
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The combined result from reactions (2.3) and (3.10) is 1.5% i{0 

contamina tion. This i s in good agreement with a fit made with the Ke3 

data~~ which gave a result of (0.6% ± L 9d ) for the K0 to i.(0 ratio. 
0. 6/V 

Neutron Stars (4 ± 2 events) 

These events are produced ( reaction 3.7) when neutron~ produced 

in the target) interact with the aluminum in the spark chamber plates 

o f the Production-Decciy Region. In the final data s amp le there >vere 

only two stars with three or more prongs ( secondaries). Assuming that 

the number of stars with two prongs is comparab le to the number with 

more than two prongs we get (4 ± 2) stars in the fina l data sample . 

These have a uniform spatial distribution. 

Electron Pairs and Pion Electron Events ( < 3) 

The conversion of y-rays i n the aluminum plates of t he Production-

Decay Region ( reaction 3.6 ) could have been a serious source of back-

ground in this experiment . However ) there were t\vO means by which this 

was reduced. First the gas counter in the center of the mass spectra-

meter rejected electrons with 97% efficiency . Backing this up were the 

l ead plate Showe r Chambers . Here e l ectrons can be distinguished from 

pions with 97 % reliability. 

Events with electrons in them were not strongly reduced (7 5% 

r eduction ) during the initial Shower Scan . During the Shower Rescan 

( done by a pl1ysicist ) 30 e+e-y events and 511±e=F'y events \vere found in 

t he shower chambers with masses in the final data sample region. Given 

*Ph.D. Thesis, J ohn Gallivan, C.I.T. (1970)) p.69. 
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a 30 to 1 rejection of electrons, there should be no ee events 

1 1 1 ( 30 X 30 = 900 ) and 1/6 of a rte event after the Shower Rescan. In 

the final data sample events with a gas counter pulse greater than 

one were removed. This reduces the electron background by another 

factor of 30. 

Looking at the e+e- mass distribution there are only 3 events in 

the region where e-pairs are found. Therefore an upper limit of 3 

e-pair events is conservative. In any case these events are flat in 

the spatial distribution and would not produce a serious bias. 

IX. Background Summary 

Adding up the results of the previous analysis it is expected 

that there are (8 ± j:~) background events that have a flat spatial 

distribution and (8 ± 5) events which are related to A decays or Ks 

decays, thus having an exponential distribution (which more closely 

resembles an interference term). When the data is fit to a flat 

distribution plus an exponential term, the one standard deviation point 

in the likelihood function occurs at a value corresponding to 9 exponen-

tial events. This agrees well with the above estimate of /\ and Ks 

decay backgrounds. 
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CHAPTER IV - EFFICIENCY CALCULATION AND 

MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD FIT 

Measuring the time distribution of K0 - rt+n-n° decays requires a 

knowledge of the proper time of each event and the probability that 

the event has of being accepted. The proper time for each event was 

determined from the decay length (the distance from the production point 

to the decay point) and the mean inverse momentum of the accepted events. 

The mean inverse momentum of the accepted events was determined by the 

Monte Carlo calculation discussed below. The smearing effect of the 

width of the momentum distribution on the time distribution of the 

decays is discussed in Appendix X • There it is determined that this 

smearing effect changes the time distribution by less than 2~. The 

kinematic reconstruction of the individual events, to determine the 

proper time, was therefore unnecessary. 

The probability that an event would be accepted by the apparatus 

and the data reduction procedure was determined with the aid of a Monte 

Carlo calculation. This acceptance was determined as a function of 

the decay length only and was averaged over all other relevant para

meters. This Monte Carlo calculation required the momentum and angular 

distributions of K0 's as inputs. These distributions were determined 

by analyzing calibration runs in which the apparatus trigger and the 

data reduction process were designed to isolate Ks - 2n events. With 

these events the kinematics could be completely reconstructed. 

The calibration run events were combined with a Monte Carlo calcu

lated acceptance function (eKzn(pK,eK)) to produce the K0 momentum 



a nd angu l ar distributions . 
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· o Because the ang l es invo l ved ar e sma ll ( < 15 ) 

these two distributions were t aken to be independent of each other . The 

momentum distr ibution (f(p)) was fit to the following empirically chosen 

function : 

f(p) 4 parame t ers 

where R(p ;C JD) is a function des igned to cut off the spectrum at the 

high momentum end > and 

R == l;p<C 

R (D-p) /(D··C); 

R O; p > D 

The angu lar distribut ion ( g ( G)) was fit at the s ame time to : 

g(8) = 2 parame t ers 

A Gaussian momentum resolution function was incl ude d i n this fit to 

account for the measurement error i n the momentum) as 

S(p-p ') == 

where a= .16 GeV/C fo r Tl events and a= . 30 GeV/C for T2 events when 

th e K0 momentum is 2.4 GeV. The comb ination of these dis tributions > 

was then fit to the calibration run da t a (K - ~~n- ). The b es t fit to 

the six parameters gave the following va lues : 

A 2 .lf8 + .03 
D 2 . 86 + .01 = .08 

:::: 

- - .oo 

. 82 + .13 s -1.0 + .9 
B == == - . 03 -1.4 

c 2.6 8 + .04. 
T 9.0 t . 6 

== == - . 07 
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Sketches of the resulting f(p) and g(B) distributions are given in 

Figure 9. 

As a check on the above procedure for determining f(p) and g(B) 

a Monte Carlo calculation was made using these distributions as inputs. 

The resulting momentum and angular distributions of the Monte Carlo 

accepted events are compared directly with the calibration run data in 

Figure 10. The vertex positions (distance from the target) of the 

Monte Carlo events and the data events are compared in Figure 11. For 

both Tl and T2 these distributions compare quite well. 

K - 3n Efficiency 

The momentum and angular distributions of the K01 s (f(p) and 

g(B)),which were determined in the above procedure,were then used as 

inputs to a Monte Carlo calculation of the K - 3n acceptance (eK3n(i)) 

as a function of the decay position (L). Four values of L were chosen 

(10" apart) at which decays were generated. After suitable cuts were 

made in the sample of successful Monte Carlo events the acceptance at 

these points was fitted to a straight line. This fit is shown in 

Figure 12 for the two values of the magnetic field set.ting in which 

the pions were constrained to be on opposite sides of the shower 

chambers and at the one field setting where they were constrained to 

be on the same side of the shower chambers. 

The Monte Carlo events were initially generated with a uniform 

distribution on the Dalitz plot and no y-ray energy bias. Both the 

charged and neutral secondaries were run through a program which was 

essentially the same as the one used in the K - 2n Monte Carlo cal

culation. (However, provision had to be made for tracing the y-rays 
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through the apparatus.) The events that were successful were then 

weighteJ to take into account: 

(1) dependence in the Dalitz plot. 

(2) The energy bias imposed on the y-rays by the shower counter 

triggering scheme. 

(3) The computer scan of the data. 

(4) The A mass cut on the data. 

The dependence of the K ~ n+n-n° transition rate on the kinetic 

energy of the n° in the center of mass is given by the following 

formula: 

!Fj2 ~ 1 + 2·S·MK (2T - T ) 
M 2 n° max 

1! 

(4.1) 

Tno = n° kinetic energy in C.M. 

Tmax = .053 GeV = maximum value of Tno 

S = Dalitz plot slope. 

From the latest experiments on KL~ n+n-n°< 12) we have taken S = -.30. 

When the data in this experiment is analyzed for the Dalitz plot slope 

(see Figure 13) we get S =-.28 ± .05. The slope of the efficiency 

function (cr in Figure 12) was not very dependent on S. Between S = 0 

and S = Smin = -.35, a changes by .015. 

The next most important effect on the data is the dependence of 

the shower counter acceptance on the energy of the y-ray that triggered 

the apparatus. The apparatus trigger was set to fire on a pulse of 

greater than 3 times minimum ionizing on either side of the Shower 

Hodoscope (dividing it down the center). Assuming that the pion which 

passes through the same side as the y-ray leaves a minimum ionizing 

pulse, then the y-ray must leave a 2 times minimum ionizing pulse to 
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trigger the apparatus. The pulse heights for accepted gannna rays and 

calibration run pions are distributed in Figure 14. 

The y-ray shower is sampled at 3 and 5 radiation lengths. 

Figure 15 contains the calculated acceptance of the shower counters as 

a function of energy when the sum of the pulses at these 2 depths is 

required to be greater than 2 times the minimum ionizing* (twice what 

a pion would produce). Figure 16 contains the measured acceptance for 

electrons when the pulse height requirement was 1.7 minimum ionizing. 

The two graphs are very close in their general features. The acceptance 

shown in Figure 15 was used to weight the Monte Carlo events.** 

The effect of the computer scan was imposed on the Monte Carlo 

events by requiring that the y-ray not go through the shower counters 

that would be reserved (iri the computer scan) for the pions. This is 

a small geometric effect. 

The A-mass cut was made on the Monte Carlo events in the same way 

as on the data. The A-mass was constructed by assigning the proton 

mass to one of the pions and calculating the invariant mass. Events 

with a mass less than 1.2 GeV were then removed. 

The above effects were taken into account in order to make the 

Monte Carlo event sample correspond as closely as possible to the 

data events. Of primary concern was the effect of these cuts on the 

* This calculation was made using the results of Reusch and 
Prescott,reference 13. 

**This graph was made with the data from the Ke3 electrons, JDG 
Thesis, p.150. 
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slope of the efficiency function as a function of the decay position. 

Table 7 contains this slope for various configurations of these cuts. 

When the fit of the time distribution of the data is discussed later 

in this chapter it is shown that a variation in the slope of ±.02 does 

not produce a sizable variation (1/3 standard deviation) in the fitted 

parameters of the time distribution. 

In order to check the Monte Carlo calculation, various distributions 

were made and compared with the data. Appendix XI contains the distri-

bution of the track positions at the various apertures. Here the agree-

ment between the data and the Monte Carlo calculation is good. Figures 

17 and 18 contain the comparison for the individual pion momentum and 

the sum of the momentum of the two charged pions. The agreement is good 

thus providing an additional check that the K0 momentum distribution used 

in the Monte Carlo calculation is correct. 

Figure 19 contains the comparison distributions of the opening 

angle between the two charged secondaries. The agreement between the 

data and the Monte Carlo events is good. The chi-square is 6.9 for 

7 degrees of freedom. The slight excess of events at large opening 

angles could reflect the presence of backgrounds (A - pn-, Ks - n+n

and Ks - n+n-y have larger opening angles than K ~ n+n-n°). 

2 Figure 20 compares the Mn+n- invariant mass distributions for 

the data and the Monte Carlo events. The Monte Carlo distribution 

includes the effect of the momentum resolution of the apparatus. The 

resolution function that was used for this purpose was a Gaussian dis-

tribution. The width (full) of this f unction varied l i nearly with M2+ _ . 
1( 1( 
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Definitions: 

Efficiency ~ 1 + cr.1 

cr = slope/intercept of the efficiency function. 
L = the decay position (9.5"<1< 41.0", LrARG = 8.0"). 
S = Dalitz plot slope (see equation 4.1). 

Ey = y-ray energy. 
Mt\= Proton-pion invariant mass of the charged secondaries. 

B0 p = Laboratory frame opening angle. 

VARY - Mi\: 

Mi\ cut in GeV 

cr 

Number of Monte 
Carlo events 

Fixed Cuts: 

VARY - S 

s 
cr 

Ml\ > 0 

.029 ± .005 

2458 

s = - . 2, 

o. 
.032±.007 

1913 

Mt\ < 1.15 MA > 1.15 

.002±.005 .040±.008 

330 2028 

Ey > 0 

-.2 

.044±.012 

1065 

Mt\> 1.2 

.036±.008 

1670 

-.35 

.044±.015 

798 

M11>1.3 

.024± .007 

1044 

Number of Events 

Fixed Cuts: Mt\> 1.2 GeV , Ey weighted (Ey>.4GeV approximately) 

VARY - Ey 

Ey in GeV 

cr 

Number of Events 

Fixed Cuts: 

VARY - e op 

Cos (B
0
p) 

cr 

Number of Events 

Fixed Cuts: 

TABLE 7 

Ey > O. 

.036±.008 

1670 

Ey>.5 

.044±.011 

1143 

MA> 1.2 GeV, S = -.2 

> o. 
.036±.008 

1670 

>.95 

.035±.008 

1604 

Mt\> 1.2 GeV, Ey > O., S = -.2 

Efficiency Dependences 

> .99 

.002±.005 

473 
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Figure 17 - Data to Monte Carlo comparison of the chllrged 
pion momentum distributions (K ... 31r data). 
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(K .... 31! data). 
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As M,c+rc went from . 076 to .1L'.f8 Gev 2 t h e full width went from . 002 to 

.0 28 GeV2 (the mass sq. resolut ion i s one ha lf the full width). The 

slight excess of events a t l a rge mass squared can: be accounted for by 

either the pr esence of backgrounds ( Ks _, :n:+n-y, etc. , s ee Cha pter III) 

or an ina deq uate handl ing of the mass resolution. The fit in Figur e 20 

in genera l i s good . The chi-square is 5.2 fo r 5 degrees of fre edom. 

To conclude this section, the efficiency function, EJ :n: (L), slopes 

are correctl y shmm in Figure 12. Remnant systema tic effects are no t 

expected to alter these r esults b eyond the statistica l errors which are 

ind icated. (The Monte Car lo calculat ion had more then four times as 

ma ny events as the da ta s amp l e .) The various comparison dis tribut ions 

show good agreement between the Monte Carlo calculation and the data . 

Like lihood Fits to the De cay Distribution 

The like lihood function that wa s used to fit the position distri-

bution of decays in the Production-Decay Region is given i n the following 

formul a : f! Ei (L1 )N(Li' W)dLi 
]_ 

where 

;f (W) = 

ReW = CPT violating pa r ameter di scussed in Chap t er I. 

I mW = CP violating parame t er. 

Li= the decay position of event i. 

e.(L) = the efficiency of event i at pos ition L ( see Fig.12). 
]_ 

11uin and Lmax define the limits of the fiducial volume . 

N (L, W) = D(t, W) 

(4. 2) 

D(f , W) i s the time distribution discussed in Cha pter I. The time ( f) 
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is taken to be the average time for events at that decay length, 

which is: 

t = IMK(l.)/C; see Appendix X. 
PK 

= The mass of the K0 (.498 Gev). 

(..1) = The average value of the inverse of the K0 momentum. 
PK 

C = The velocity of light. 

Therefore, from equations(l.4), (4.2) and (4.3): 

N(L,W) 

g 

where(l4): 

= 1 + <1Wl2> e-g·L 
(4.4) 

= 

+ 2(ReWcos M•L - ImWsin M·L)e -g·L/ 2 

this formula makes the approximation 

YL 
~o. 

.469 Ys and is Kg,KL mass difference. 

10 l.16xl0 /sec = Ks decay rate • 

. 46/GeV/C 

Using the above formulae a maximum likelihood fit was made to the 

parameters ReW and ImW. The best values of these parameters obtained are : 

ReW -.05 +.17 
= -.17 

+. 35 (4.5) 
ImW = +.38 -.38 

Fi gure 21 contains the two-dimensional likelihood contours for varia-

tions of ReW and ImW. Figure 22 shows the data position distribution as 
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Figure 21 - Likelihood contours from fitting 
the K - 3n decay position distribu
tion. 
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compared with the fitted curve (the efficiency has been taken out), with 

7 degrees of freedom. 

When the data is not efficiency weighted and is fit to a straight 

line, the slope/intercept is cr = .10 ± .11 with a chi-square of 7.4 

(with 8 d.f.) which corresponds to a probability of 48% (see Figure 23). 

When a straight line with a slope determined from the Monte Carlo calcu-

lation (cr = .03 ± .01) normalized to the data, the chi-square is 9.47 

(with 9 d.f.) corresponding to a probability of 40~. Thus W = 0 is very 

consistent with the results of this experiment. 

In order to check the sensitivity of this fit to the various input 

parameters these parameters were varied and new fits were made. The 

results of these checks are listed in Table 8. The first column contains 

the changed parameter (only one parameter at a time is changed from the 

normal value). The subsequent columns contain the number of events in 

the fit, the chi-square of the fit, and the resultant fitted parameters 

(ReW, ImW). 

The first row in Table 8 contains the results for the normal setting 

of all the parameters. These normal settings are: 

Mt\ 

MK 

( 1 ) 
PK 

Low 

High 

If on 

f., of 

> 

< 

= 

= 

= 

Field 

1.2 GeV 

.38 GeV 

.46 (GeV/C)-l 

.544xl010 sec-1 

l.16xl010 sec - l 

Efficiency 

Field Efficiency 

Same Side Efficiency 

Target Center 

= 1 + .025 f., = 
= 1 + .040 f, 

= 1 + .031 1, 

= 8. O" 

1 + er . f., 
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Norma 1 

.era rget = 8 . 5" 

t of l'arget = 7. 5" 

t Minimum == 9. 211 

/,Minimum== 10.l" 

t Maximum = 38" 

t Maximum = 4211 

1 1 
C"K> ~ <pi~)+ .1 GeV 

.1 GeV 

Eff slope ~ Eff 
slope - .02 

Eff slope ~ Eff 
slope +.0 2 

MK < .40 

MK < .42 

Number of 
Event s 

148 

151 

151 

149 

145 

128 

152 

151 

151 

151 

151 

129 

157 

162 

170 

133 

116 

85 

- /0 -

x2 

9.0 

9.0 

9.0 

6.4 

6. 8 

10.4 

5.6 

8.8 

9.0 

10.0 

8. 6 

10. 6 

11. 2 

10.0 

11.0 

7.4 

10.0 

4.8 

I mW 

O
r: +.17 

-. J -.17 

- 09 +.18 
. - .13 

- 04 +.19 
. -.19 

- 06 +.17 
. -.17 

- 13 +. 20 
. -.17 

-.06 +.19 
- • )_ 9 

- 08 +.20 
• -.14 

- 06 +.20 
• -.16 

- 04 +.16 
• -.18 

- 17 +.15 
• -.17 

- 01 +.20 
• -.17 

- 01 +.20 
• -.18 

+.03 ~:~~ 

+.08 ::i~ 
-· 04 +.17 
• . -.16 

o. +. 20 
-.19 

- 02 +.21 
• -.21 

- 01 +. 23 
• -.23 

TABLE 8 - Fits with Vari e d I nputs 

R~ 
+.39 ::;~ 

+ 30 +.30 
• 

7 -.37 

+.39 +.33~ - . .) 

+.39 ~:;; 

+.28 ~:;~ 

+. 25 ~:~~ 

+. 30 ~:~~ 
L 39 +.33 
"i. - • 34 

+.39 ~:;~ 

+.50 ~:;~ 

+.30 ~:;~ 

+. 25 ~:~~ 

+. 35 ~:;~ 

+.30 ::;; 

+ l3+.37 
d - .37 

+. 30 ~- : ;; 

+ 15 +.35 
. -.45 

+.53 ~:~~ 
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where ,R, is the longitudina l position in the Production-De cay Region 

( ,R, - ,R,t = L). arget 

The next two rows contain the results for varying the position of 

the center of the brass target by ±·5" . The next four rows test the 

dependence of the fit on the l nwer and upper l imits of the fiducial 

volume . The next two rows result from subtracting and adding .02 to a 

the slope/intercept of the efficiency function ( e.g . 1 + . 025,R, - 1 + . 045,R,) . 

(This variation is twice as great as the expected statisticaJ and systematic 

errors in the Monte Carlo calculation. ) The next three rows vary the K 

mass cut from ~36 GeV to . 42 GeV. The last five rows vary the position 

of the A-mass cut from 1 .175 GeV to 1 .3 GeV. 

I n all the above cases the fitted value s of the parameters (ReW; ImW ) 

deviate from the normal ones ( first row ) by less than 2/ 3 a standard 

deviation. The largest effects are found in the variation of t he A-mass 

which adds or removes sizable fractions of the events . Therefore ; the 

variations in the fitted parameters is probably j ust statistical in 

nature . 

In all the above cases; when a background term was fit as well 

the result was that there were l ess than 10 background events of a 

short- l ived nature ( K8
1 s and A' s ; see Chapter III ) . Usually the pre -

sence of background ma kes itself felt in the ReW parameter . This can be 

seen in the row where MK < .42 GeV and in the row where M/\ > 1 . 175 GeV . 

In both cases ReW i s shi fted i n a positive d irect i on by the added s hort-

l ived background. On the other hand; ImW t ends to be less affected by 
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this background because it is most sensitive to what happens at t > 

-yt/2 
1.5 Th t where the e sin 6mt term reaches a maximum. s or s 

To conclude this chapter, the results of this experiment are con-

sistent with W = 0 at the 40% confidence level. The systematic effects 

which have been investigated should not alter the results by more than 

1/2 a standard deviation. The best values obtained for ReW and !mW 

were: 

ReW = -. 05 ± .17 

T.T 38 + • 35 Imw = +. . 38 
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CHAPTER V - THE PHASE OF e 

The measurement of the CP violating transition matrix elements in 

all the decay modes of the K0 allows a determination of the phase e 

(the CP violating parameter defined in equation 1.7). First order (in 

e) perturbation theory gives (assuming CPT invariance) e as<9) 

i(MJ.<K-M~)+(f Ki(-f~) 

(yS-yL)+2i(ms-mL) 
(5.1) 

where M and f are the hermitian mass and decay matrices of the Hamiltonian 

(H = M+if) using. the \K) and JK) base states. The mass matrix M is a sum 

over transitions through off the mass shell intermediate states. The decay 

matrix r is a sum of transitions through on the mass shell intermediate 

states (see equation 1.6). Therefore f is experimentally accessible and 

M is not. If experiments show that ImfKi( << ImMKi( ~ 2e[(y8-yL)+2i(m8-mL)] 

the phase of e is determined by the phase of the denominator in equation 

(5.1). 

To determine ImfKK we proceed as Lee and Wu( 9). The r matrix is 

defined in equation (1.6) in terms of the amplitudes, (FJHwJK) and 

(FJRw\K), for transitions to on the mass shell intermediate states F. 

Invariance under CPT gives 

= (FJRwJK) = (KJRwJF) = (5.2) 

(The decay amplitude is obtained from AF by multiplication by ei6F where 

6F is the final state interaction phase shift.) From equation (1.6) we 
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get the contribution to Imf KK from each intermediate state F (decay mode) 

as 

(5.3) 

where 2rtpF is the phase space of the decay mode F. 

The decay modes which could give substantial contributions to Imr _ 
KK 

are the 2rt I=O mode, the 2rt I=2 mode, the 3rt I=l modes, the pion lepton 

modes, the 2rt y modes and the yy mode. For convenience the contribution 

to Imf KK from each mode will be expressed in terms of the KL decay rate 

To begin there is one set of K0, K0 decay amplitudes which can be 

defined to be real. (The relative phase of the K0 and i 0 states is 

arbitrary.) If we choose this set to be the amplitudes into the I=O 2rt 

state, then the contribution to Imf Ki( comes from the I=2 mode entirely 

(ImA2rt,I=O = 0). The contribution from the I=2 mode is then 2rtp 2rt(ReA2)· 

(iimA2). This term is expressed by a factor of 1/20 from the 6I = 1/2 

ReA2rt I=2 rule ( ' = .045). The value of ImA2rt,I=2 can be extracted from 
A2rt,I=O 

measurements of the CP violating parameters 11+- and 1f0 together with a 

knowledge of the final state interaction phase shifts for the I=O and 

I=2 2rt final states (6 0 and 62). Neglecting terms of order eReA2rt,I=2 

and assuming CPT invariance, we get for 11+- and 1f0 (A0=A2rt,I=O and 

A2=A2rt,I=2), 
io io e..f2Ao+(iimA2)i(&[ %) _ (rt+rt-!Hw!KL) e 2(eF.eA2+iimA2)+ef2A.0e 0 

11+ = "' = "' 
(rt rt IH !Ks) ei 02(ReA2+ieimA2)+/2A0ei0o fi Ao 

(5.4a) 

1100= 
(rtorto!Rw!KL) [2eio2(eReA2+iimA2)-€Aoeioo 

"' 
€Ao-< [2iimA2)ei(oi.-fb> 

= "' 
(rt+rt-ll\,IKs> 

. 0 . 
j2e

1 
2(ReA2+ieimA2)-A0e 10o Ao 

(5.4b) 
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so that 
+- oo · 3i(rmA2) i(o 2-0

0
) 

11 -11 ~ - e 
J2 Ao 

(5.5) 

The final state interaction phase shift is found to bJ~( 00- 02)=66°±13° 
.~ +o +- oo by comparing the rates for K' ~ n n , Ks ~ n n and Ks ~ n n • The experi-

mental measurements of 111°0 ! are inconsistent and the error in the phase 

is so large that it is best to put an upper limit on this mode. The datJ2) 

is consistent with !11°0 1< 2 111+-I and the ~oo ~ ~+- ± 30° (~is the phase). 

Then the upper limit on I 11+-- 11°0 I is < 2xl0- 3 • So 

• 01 y 
L 

(5.6) 

This error will be seen to be small compared to the errors in the other 

modes. 

The contribution from the pion-electron modes comes from the imaginary 

part of the 6S = 6Q violating parameter X: 

x = = 
{n+e-vjHw jK>* 

(n+e-vlRw IR>* 

where X = 0 implies 6S = 6Q· From equation (1.6): 

2iim(rKK-) _ + = np {KIRwln-e+v){n-e+vlHwlK) - c.c. n e v nev · 

= 2n~e) (KjRw j n-e+v) j 2ImX 

and similarly 
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So neglecting the lepton asymmetry (of order €) we get: 

i(ImrKK-) 1{e\I = (5. 7) 

The K - 1{u\I mode is more complicated because of the presence of an 

additional form factor. Measurements of the K~ time distribution yield ,.u\I 

the parameter X' (see Appendix XV equation AXV .3 for definition of X'). 

There are two experiments that have measured X'. These results are: 

ReX' = 

ReX' = 

- .05 ± .09 

19 +.13 
• -.18 

giving the average: 

ReX 1 = -.00 ± .08 

ImX' = 

ImX' = 

,q 
+.05 ± .13 (reference ~) 

- .12 + • 20 ( f ~\ _ •17 re erence .c:v 1 

ImX' = .00 ± .11 (5.8) 

Combining equations (XV.3) and (XV.11) we get: 

(iimfKK-) 1{U\I = 

Combining (5.9) with 

'"" from reference (~), 

27 

(5.9) 

(5.7), taking the branching ratio for Ku3 and Ke3 
2~ 

and assuming i; = , -1 and is real (see references .2!f! 

and :JI!!) for measurements and note that results are insensitive to this 

assumption), we get: 

(iimr -) = i(ImX(.84)+.15 ImX')(yK ) 
KK all leptons -L-oall leptons 

(5.10) 

Then using the value of Iinx from the average in Table 9 and the value of 

ImX' from the average in result (5.8) we get the contribution to ImfKK 

from the leptons to be: 
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i(ImfKK- ) ll l = i(-.007 ± .015)yK_ (5.11) 
a eptons --L 

The contribution from the 3n mode comes from ImW. Starting with the 

definition of Win equation (1.3) we get (neglecting e): 

w = 
(3n !Hw I Ks) 

(3n j Hwl~> 
= 

(K1 1Hw !3n) (3n! Hw !Ks) 

j(3n!Hwl~>l2 

where 3n is assumed to be the I=l synunetric state. 

So: 

Taking just the imaginary part (implicitly assuming CPT) and using 

equation (1.6) we get: 

so: (5.12) 

Using the compilation of this experiment and other recent experiments 

from Table 10 we have the 3n contribution to be: 

i(Imr -) = (.041 ± .028)y
1 KK 3n 

(5.13) 

Finally taking the calculations of K.R. Schubert et a1.<8) for the 

upper limit of .006 y
1 

on the contributions from the nny and the yy 
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~ 
Number of 

Group Method K _, n.£,V ReX I mX 
Events 

Paris FREON / Prop . B.C. 315 .035~:i; - 21+. ll (15) 
(1965) Iz-tN _, Kop . -.15 

Padua Heavy Liquid B.C. 152 .06 + . 18 - L4+.32 (16) 
(1965) IC~_, K0 -.44 d - .19 

Columbia / H2 B.C. 109 08 +.16 24+ . LfO 
(17) 

Rutgers 
• - .28 • -.30 

(1965 ) 
p-p 

Penn . SpoChamber 116 17 +.16 • 00±. 25 (18) 
(19 66 ) 1Cp _, K0 J\ . 

• -.35 

Brookhaven/ D2 B.C. 215 .1 2 ± .09 - .08±.07 ( 19) 
Carnegie K~ _, K0 p 
(1970) 

I Berkeley D2 B .C. 252 25 +.07 .00±.08 ( 20) 
(1 968 ) K- p _, R0 N 

• -.09 

CERN / Paris H2 B .C. 121 09 +.13 22+· 29 ( 21) • - .11 . -.37 
(196 8) p-p 

San Diego Sp.Chamber 686 09 +.14 - 11+.10 ( 22) 
(196 9) I0-cu ___, K0 • -.16 . - .11 

Cal tech Sp.Chamber 1079 - .07 0±.036 107+. 09 2 (23) 
(1970) 11:-Cu ___, K0 . -. 075 

Illinois / 1l-C _, K0 J\ 342 - .13 ±· 11 -.04±.16 ( 2Lf) 
Nor theastern 
(1971) 

CERN /Orsay/ K+p _, Kop1l+ 5800 05 +.021 -.01± .02 (25) • -.035 
Vienna 
(1971) 

I AVERAGE 
9187 • 016±. 021 - .013±.018 

x2 == 17 .3 x2 == 10.7 
with 10 d.f. with lOd.f. 

TABLE 9 - Ke 3 Compilation 



Method 

Heavy Liquid B.C. 
K+n .... K0 

Compilation of Results 
of Ref. ( 34) and ( 35) by 
Ref. ( 35). 

B.C. 
K+p _. K0 +p+rr+ 

Wire Chamber 
K+p ..... K0 +p+rr+ 

Spark Chambers 
;Cp .... A +Ko 

Average 

Number of 
K __, 3rr 
Events 

99 

50 ' 

190 

71. 

98 

400 

99 

148 

1155 
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ReW 

47 
+.30 

• - • 24 

2.75 ::~~ 
ReW::::O at 2 s .d. 

.05 ±.30 

01. +. 22 
• -.20 

-.09 ±.19 

-.05 ±.1.7 

+.08 ±.09 

x2::::8.3 with 
6 d. f. 

TABLE 10 - K -• 311 Compilation 

I mW 

- 12 +.44 
• -.45 

5 +. 7 
+. -.55 

Ref. 

( 29) 

( 30) 

+.34 ::;~ ( 31) 

Assumes ReW==O 

-.15 ±.45 

+. 33 ~:~; 

.05 ±.35 

+.39 ~:;~ 

• 24 ±.16 

x2
=2.7 widh 

7 d. £. 

( 32) 
( 33) 

( 34) 

( 35) 

(36) 

This 
Exp. 
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modes we combine the above subtotals (results 5.6,5.11, and5.13) to get: 

i(ImfKK)all = i(.034 ± .034)yL (5.14) 

This result is consistent with the super weak theory which would have 

ImfKi( = 0. 

Using experimental values for yL' Ys, ~ and m~14~ the phase of the 

denominator in equation(S.l) is 43° ± .4° and the magnitude is l.37Ys· 

-3 Taking a value for Ree = (1.49 ± .14)xl0 from the electron charge 

asymmetry experiments of J. Steinberger et al P) and the "natural phase" 

of the denominator of equation (5.1) as the phase of e then the magnitude 

of e is (2.04 ± .20)xlo-3 • The correction to the natural phase is then 

so the corrected phase of e is: 

e 0 0 cp = 45. 3 ± 2. 3 (5 .15) 

and the corrected value of l e i is: 

I -3 el = (2.12 ± .20)xl0 • (5 .16) 

The result (5.15) can now be used to place limits on other CP viola-

tion parameters in the K0 system. By adding two times equation (5.4a) to 

equation (5.4b) we get: 

Using (5.15),(5.l6), (5.17) and 11+- from ref.(2) , we obtain for 11° 0 : 

! 1f0 1 = (2.46 ± .61)x10- 3 

and cpoo 0 0 = 48.0 ± 7 .9 

where cp00 is the phase of 11° 0
• 

(5 .17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 
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The above value of ~E (re sult 5.15) toge ther with the most recent . 

data on Ree(3~ 11+- and 11° 0
(
2
)constitutc an over constraine d set of da ta . 

The CP violating parameter 

e' ( 5. 20) 

0 
i n the K - 2rt transition amplitude ca n be dete rmined with thes e results. 

First we decompose e 1 into 

I I 
E = E II 

I 

-J- El. (5 .21 ) 

where e\
1 

i s para lle l to 'Tl+- and el is perpendicular to 'Tl+- pointing 

towards the upper l eft- hand quadrant (see Figure 24) o From equations 

(5.li a ) and (5. 20), the values for 

(5 .16) we get ( see Figure 24a): 

I ( - . 05 -3 
EJ.. == ± .1 4)xl0 

' ( - . 25 -3 
€!! = ± .22)x10 

Using the l atest data on 11°0 

(5.20) we get ( see Figure 24b): 

E~ = (-.07 ± .33) xl0- 3 

e 11 = ( - . 0 l ± • OLf ) x l 0 - 3 

+-
'Tl 

Average the results (5.17) and (5.13 ): 

' = 13 - 3 
E.t. ( -.05 ± • ) xlO 

1 • • • -3 
Ell = (-. 02 ± .04) xl0 

We find there fore that 

le'! :G .1 !el ' 

and our results for e ( 5.15) and 

( 5.22) 

with equatio11S ( 5.5) and 

(5 .23 ) 

(5 .25) 

and that the K - 2rt CP v iolation lies principally in t he K0 eigenstates. 

To sunm1arize the ana lys is of this chapter ) the compilation of Ke 3 

and K3rt da ta in Tables 9 and 10 have b een used with upper limits on 
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(A) 

REAL PART 

( 8) 

REAL PART 

Figure 24 - A) e' from e and T]+-. 
B) e' from T]+- and T]oo, 
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CP violation in other modes to obtain the phase of e (result 5.15). The 

assumptions used for this purpose were CPT invariance, lepton universality 

and the dominance of the I=l symmetric states in K ~ 3~. Result (5.15) 

was then combined with the phase of 11+- to obtain the phase of 1)00 

(result 5.19); with the value of Ree to obtain lei (result 5.16); with 

the values of]+- and Ree to obtain !11°0 ! (result 5.18); and with the 

values of 1)+-, Ree and 1)00 to obtain limits on le' I (result 5.25). All 

the above results are consistent with the super weak theories which would 

place the observed CP violation in the Ks and KL states. Partial justi

fication for the assumption of CPT invariance in this analysis can be 

obtained from the analysis of K. R. Schubert et al~ 8 ) who have found that 

the Ks and KL states conserve CPT to ± .07%. 
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CHAPTER VI - CONCLUSIONS 

The best fit to the final data sample of 148 K0 
- rt+rt-rt0 events in 

this experiment gives: 

ReW = -.05 ± .17 

39 + . 35 
+. - . 38 

(6 .1) 
ImW = 

Systematic effects from the Monte Carlo calculation and the experimental 

procedures are expected to produce errors which are small compared to the 

statistical error quoted above. The data is consistent with W = 0 at the 

4()d,1, confidence level. Thus the results of this experiment are consistent 

with CP and CPT invariance in the transition amplitudes for K0 and R0 

into three pions. The result for this experiment, however, does not rule 

out the possibility of a "maximal" CP violation (ImW ~ 1) as described by 

Glashow. 

A somewhat better value for W has been obtained by combining the 

results of this experiment with those of similar experiments. This has 

been done in Table 10 of Chapter V. The weighted average of these quoted 

experiments is: 

ReW = ( .08 ± .09) 
(6. 2) 

ImW = (. 24 ± .16) 

Again the results are consistent both with CP and CPT invariance but do 

not rule out the possibility of a large CP violation. Experiments with 

greater than several thousand events are needed to rule out this possibility. 

An alternative to high statistics experiments with mixed KsKL states is to 
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look at the decay of a pure KS state for the 3~ mode. Such a state is 

obtainable from reactions such as: 

p+p .... Ks+KL 

cp .... Ks + KL 

These experiments would not determine the phase of W but could put clean 

upper limits on jWj. 

Though the world average (result 6.2) still cannot rule out a maximal 

CP violation in this decay, it can be used with the results of experiments 

in other decay modes to obtain a useful determination of the phase of €• 

This was done in Chapter V with the result (equation 5.10): 

cpe = 45.3 ± 2.3 degrees. (6. 3) 

This in turn leads to a determination of the phase of 11°0 (equation 5.14): 

cp00 = 48.0 ± 7.9 degrees. (6.4) 

This result has 1/4 the error of present measurements of cp00
• The error 

in cpe arises mainly from the errors in the K .... 3~ measurement. The error 

in cp00 comes equally from the error in cpe and cp+- (the phase of 1]+-). 

Therefore a new generation of experiments (order of magnitude greater 

statistics) will have to be done to reduce these errors substantially. 

Further results of the analysis in Chapter V are: 

le! = 

111°0 l = 

I e' I < 

-3 (2.12 ± .20)xl0 

-3 (2.46 ± .6l)xl0 

• 1 le I 

(6 .4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 
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Results (6.4) and (6.5) are sensitive primarily to Re€ and l~+-l and 

are insensitive to~€. Result (6.6) is most sensitive to l~+-1, 1~00 1, 

~€, and ~+-. It implies that the observed CP violation in K ~ 2n is 

primarily in the Ks K1 states. Thus the analysis of Chapter Vis consis

tent with no CP violating amplitudes in K2n, Ke3, Kµ
3

, and K3n decays 

and is therefore consistent with the superweak theories. The possibility 

of such CP violating amplitudes with magnitudes (relative to the CP con

serving amplitudes) greater than 1€1 still exists, however, for the Ke3, 

Kµ3, and K3n modes and will not be ruled out by experiment for some time. 
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APPENDIX I - CP AND THE TWO PION STATE 

The pion is an isospin one-object and is therefore represented by 

a three-component vector 

= i = -1, o, 1 

The operation of charge conjugation (C) reverses the third component of 

isotropic spin (i). 

cw 
1l 

= C!i) = 1-i) 

The pion is pseudo scalar and therefore the parity operation (P) changes 

the sign of the state 

p~ = -w 
1l 1l 

Because the pion is spin zero it's possible states are subject to 

the restrictions of Bose statistics. Therefore the multi-pion state 

must be symmetric under the interchange of any two pions 

= = = wk .. J]. 

In the above expansion '¥ is the product of the spatial wave func-

tions, the spin wave functions, and the isospin wave functions of the 

multi-pion state. The pion is spin zero so the spin wave function is 

automatically symmetric. Therefore the symmetry of the space function 

must combine with the symmetry of the isospin function to produce a 

symmetric state. 

The states of total isotropic spin for the two pion state are 

shown below. 
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!total = 2 13 = 2 (1,1) 

13 = 1 [(l,O) + (O, 1)) /..{2 

13 = 0 [<1,-1) + 2(0,0) + (-1,1)] 116 
13 = -1 [<-1,0) + (O, -1)1 I [2 

13 = -2 (-1,-1) 

1total = 1 13 = 1 [(l,O) - (O, l)] /[i. 

13 = 0 [< 1, -1) - ( -1, 1) J I J2 
13 = -1 [< o, - 1 ) - ( - 1, o)] I fi 

1total = 0 13 = 0 [< 1, -1) + (-1,1) - (O,o)]/J3 

The symbol (i,j) represents the two-pion state where i is the third 

component of isospin of the first pion (the order "labels" the pions) 

and j is the same for the second pion. 

We note that interchanging the order (labels) of the two pions 

leaves the I = 0 and I = 2 states unaffected and changes the sign of 

the I = 1 state. Therefore the states of total isotropic spin zero 

and two of the two pions are synunetric under interchange and the state 

of total isospin one is anti-synunetric. 

The synunetry of the two particle spatial wave function is given 

by (-1)£ where tis the orbital angular momentum. Therefore the I= 0, 2 

states must have ~ orbital angular momentum and the I = 1 state odd 

orbital angular momentum in order for the total wave function to be 

symmetric. 

Next, we note that the I= 0,2; 13 = 0 states are~ under C and 

the I = 1; r 3 = 0 states are odd where C is defined by: 

C(i,j) = (-i,-j) 

The operation of P on the spatial function is given by: 
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P1l1 (.e,) = ( - 1) £ 111 (£) rspace rspace 

Therefore the c ombined op er a tion of CP on the neutral two-pion Bo s e 

aJlowed sta te is ah1a ys even . The synm1etry of t he C op eration a l wa ys 

ba l ances that of the P operation. Thi s come s about thr ough the Bose 

requirement tha t matches even total isotropic spin \vith even orbital 

angular momentum (and odd with odd). 

Because the 2n state is CP even by Bose statistics then the 

ob servation of both Ks and KL decay i nto t wo pions is evidence tha t 

either CP is violated in the decay, or the Ks and KL are not eigen-

states of CP) or Bose statistics is violated . 
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APPENDIX II - K0 -DECAY INTO THREE PIONS 

There are 27 isospin states (3x3x3) that can be formed with three 

pions. Seven of these states are electrically neutral (13=0). Extend-

ing the formalism of Appendix I they are listed below. 

Totally symmetric: 

1=3 _j._[2(0,o,o)+(l,O,-l)+(l,-l,O)+(O,l,-l)+(O,-l,l)+(-l,O,l)+(-l,l,O)J 
{lo 

Anti-symmetric under 1 and 3 exchange only: 

1=2 Jiz[2((-1,0,l)-(l,O,-l~+(O,-l,l)-(O,l,-l)+(-l,l,O)-(l,-l,O) J 

Symmetric under 1 and 3 exchange only: 

1=2 ~[(-l,l,O)+(O,l,-l)-(O,-l,l)-(1,-1,0) J 

Anti-symmetric under 1 and 3 only: 

l=l ~~O,-l,l)+(O,l,-1)-(-l,l,O)-(l,-l,O)] 

Symmetric under 1 and 3 only: 

l=l Ju [- 2{( -1, 0, 1)+(1, 0, -1))+( 0, 1, -1) +( 0, -1, 1)+(1, -1, 0 )+( -1, 1, 0) J 

Totally symmetric: 

l=l ~[3(0,0,0)-(l,O,-l)-(1,-l,O)-(O,l,-l)-(O,-l,l)-(-l,O,l)-(-l,l,O) J 
vlS 

Totally anti-symmetric: 

I=O ~l-(O,l,-l)+(O,-l,l)-(l,-l,O)+(l,0,-1)-(-1,0,l,)+(-l,l,O)J 

The 1=3 state and the I=O state are uniquely specified. On the other 

hand, the three I=l states and the two I=2 states are specified by a 
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convention which brings out their sym.'lletry properties (any linear combina-

tion within the isospin multiplet is a va lid eigenstate of i so!pin). The 

s ymme try properties of the states are described above them . The states 

that possess synm1etry only under the interchange of pions 1 and 3 mix among 

themse lves ( in the ir i sosp in multiplet ) under the interchange of 1 and 2 

or 2 and 3. These states posse ss 11 mixed 11 symmetry and must be hand led 

carefully to obta in states allowed by Bose statistics. 

Defining the opera tion of charge conjugation ( G) by: 

G( i , j,k) = ( -i , -j,-k) 

i,j,k ar e the third comp onents of isotopic spin for the individua l pions. 

Then it is easily verified tha t 

G*. . ( I ) = 
l.SOSpI.n 

( - l )I+l *. . ( I ) 
l.S OS pin 

for the r 3=0 three pion states. 

The total angular momentum of the K0 is zero and so we are only 

interested in pion states of zero total angular momentum . Therefore 

parity ( P) opera ting on these three pion states is negative ( the product 

of the 3 nega tive i ntrinsic parities of the pions ) . Therefore the value 

of GP for these states is given by : 

GP r~ ~. . ( I ) J L: space isospin = 

GP = ( - 1)
1 

We return now to the question of forming totally symmetric states (Bose 

a l lowed) by comb ining the isospin function with a suitable space function. 

The 1=3 and I=l totally sy1mnetric isospin functions meet the Bose require-

ment with a t otal ly symmetric space state. Thi s is simply the .R,=0 state 
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with no internal angular momentum. Expressed in momentum space, ~ is: 

~ (P1,P 2,P3) = 1 space 

where P1P2P3 are the four momenta of the individual pions. 

The I=O totally antisymmetric state must be combined with a totally 

antisymmetric momentum space wave function to yield an allowed Bose state. 

The lowest order (in internal angular momentum) function that meets this 

requirement is 

~ (Pl,P2,P3) = 
space normalization 
anti-sym. 

This wave function is a function of the relativistic dot products (P. •P.) 
l. J 

in order for it to be invariant under relativistic transformations. The 

products pi.pi are not included because they just yield a constant (Pi•Pi= 

2 Mn). At this point it should be noted that each momentum factor produces 

a centrifugal barrier factor of (KR) ~ 1/3 in the transition amplitude. 

(K is the wave number of the pion and R is the interaction radius.) There

fore, the I=O state is suppressed by a factor of (KR.) 6 because the momentum 

space wave function is a function of the sixth power of the momenta. 

For the states of mixed symmetry the situation is somewhat more com-

plicated. It turns out that from these states only one I=2 state and one 

I=l state can be formed that satisfies Bose statistics. The 1=2 state, 

apart from normalization, is: 

(P1·Pz)[+co,1,-1)-(0,-l,l)+(l,O,-l)-(-l,O,l)] 

+(Pz•P3)[-c1,-1,o)+(-l,l,O)-(l,O,-l)+(-l,O,l)] 

+(P3·P1)[+(l,-l,O)-(-l,l,O)-(O,l,-l)+(O,-l,l)] 
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The l =l state is: 

(P1 .P2)[2(1,-l,0)+2(-l,l,O)-(O,l,-l)-(O,-l,l)-(l,O,-l)-(-l,O,l)J 

+(P 2 · P 3 ) [- ( 1, -1, 0) - ( -1, 1, 0) +2 ( 0, 1, -1 )+2 ( 0, -1, 1) - ( 1, 0, -1) - ( - 1, 0, 1)] 

+( p 3 . p 1) [- ( 1) - 1) 0) - ( - 1, 1) 0) - ( 0) 1) - l) - ( 0) - 1) 1) + 2 ( 1) 0) - 1) + 2 ( - 1) 0) 1) ] 

It is straightforward to verify that these states are symmetric under the 

interchange of any two pions ( interchange the indices i n the space part 

and the order in the i sospin part ). Two powers of the momenta are i nvo lved 

in the space part so the centrifuga l barrier factor for these states i s 

( KR )2. 

Bes ides the centrifugal barr ier effects , suppression factors arise f or 

two other r easons . First , the 1=3 and l =l t ota lly symmetr ic states are 

reduced by f actors of J3/S and V2/5 r espectively because we are only looking 

at the n+n- n° pieces of these states and i gnoring (not measuring) the n+1c:n:0 

piece . The second reason f or r eduction of the tr ans ition amp litude is the 

t,I=l/2 rule. K01 s are l =l/2 objects so trans ition to any state except the 

l =l and l=O states are suppressed by a factor ofA3; 2 f or the 1=2 state and 

A5; 2 for the 1=3 state . Exper i ments on the charged and neutral K - 3n 

transition i ndicate that A3; 2 ~ 1/20 and As / 2 < A3/2 . 

The re sults of t he preceding di scussion are summarized in Tab l e 11. 

From thi s t ab l e we s ee that t ransitions t o CP even states are suppressed by 

factors i n excess of 100 in compar ison to CP odd states. Furthermore the 

l=l states are dominant ove r all others by at l east a factor of 20. Given 

the statistical accuracy of this experiment ( ±30%) the I =l,CP=- 1 states are 

completely dominant and any detectable interference t erms mus t arise from 

a CP viola ting Ks- >3nl=l amplitude. It should also be remarked that if the 



I CP 
Exchange Centrifugal L:iI L:iI=l/2 Isospin Total Reduction 
Synnnetry Barrier Rule Factor Factor 

5/2,7/2 
1 f3iS < l.{3i5 3 - Totally 1 5/2<..::.. 

symmetric 20 20 

2 + Mixed "'l/10 3/2,5/2 "I 2"' 1 
.) "' 20 1 ~ 1/200 

symmetry 

1 - Mixed "'1/10 1/2,3/2 1 1 ~ 1/10 
symmetry 

1 - Totally 1 1/2,3/2 1 ~ {2j5 
syrmnetric 1 ~ 

( I 

0 + Totally 
anti -s ymmetric "'1/1000 1/2 1 1 ~ 1/1000 

TABLE 11 - K0 
- n+n-n° Bose Allowed Transitions 
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experimental procedure does not (this experiment does because of the A 

cut) induce any asymmetry in the Dalitz plot, then the CP even states can

not interfere with the CP odd states. They would simply produce a term in 

the time distribution of the form 

Therefore with high enough statistics (~ 106 events) it would be possible 

to observe a CP violating Ks~3n amplitude of the same order as that which 

has been observed in KL~2n (2xlo-3). 
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APPENDIX III - CP AND CPT VIOLATION IN K - 3n 

This appendix discusses the nature of possible CP and CPT viola-

tions in K0 decay into 3n. To begin we define the amplitudes for reac-

tions (l.la) and (l.lb) as in Chapter I: 

(n+n-n°!RwlK0 ) = Yei~ 

(n+n-n°!Hw!K0 ) = -Yei~ 

Further we define the operation of charge conjugation (C) by: 

and note that CP invariance is defined by (CP)H.w(CP)-l = Rw· Then 

assuming that the I = 1 three pion states are dominant (see Ap.pendix II), 

Therefore CP invariance implies: ~=~and Y = Y. To see the conse-

quences of CPT invariance we assume that only the I = 1 symmetric three 

pion state is dominant and note that 

and = Zic 
e j 3nout) 
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where 0 is the final state interaction phase shift. Then CPT invariance 

gives 

and 

Ye-iqi 

Therefore CPT invariance implies: 

and 
qi + qi = 26 + N'l! (N = 0,2,4, ••• ) 

CP and CPT invariance together imply: 

qi= qi= o + M'l! (M = 0,1,2, ••• ) 

and 
y = y 

To see the relationship of the above discussion to W (see equation 

1.3) we neglect terms of order e (see Chapter I) and define: 

J~ (!Ko) + !Ko)) 

h (!Ko) - !Ko)) 
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and note that by the above definition of CP we get: 

and 

Assuming the I = 1 3n states are dominant then 

so that CP invariance implies: 

and from equation (1.3): 

Also: 

w = 

w = 

(3nlHw!Ks) = 0 
(3n lJ:iw !KL) 

Yeicp_-yeiqi 

Yeicp+Yeicp 

W = (lYl 2-lYl 2)+2iyYsin(cp-~) 
!Yeicp + Yeicp l 2 

Then if cp + cp or lYl + lYl (CP violation) then W + O. If lYl+IY!(CPT 

violation) then ReW + 0. 
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APPENDIX IV - THE NEGATIVE PION BEAM 

The K0 's used in this experiment were produced by the interaction 

of a negative pion b eam with the brass t argets in the Production-Decay 

Region. The negative pion beam was produced at zero degrees by the 

interact ion of the circulat ing Bevatron proton beam with an internal 

target . After the pi-minus beam was bent out of the Bevatron by the 

Bevatron magnetic field, the pions pa sse d through the first quadrupo le 

focusing magnet set QlA and QlB ( see Figure 25). This set produced a 

focus at the collimator . The b ending magnet ) Ml in front of the colli

mator) distributed the pions horizontally according to their momenta. 

The slits of the collimator were set to pass pions with a momenta of 

2.85 ± .03 GeV/ c . Next the pions passed through the bending magnet 

M2 and the quadrupole focusinis magnets Q2A and Q2B which \Jere des igne d 

in such a way as to undo the horizontal momentum sprea d caus e d by Ml 

and create a focus in the Production-Decay Region half way between the 

two t argets . The combined b end of Ml and M2 was 17°. The quadrupole 

magnet Q3 was designe d to compensate for the v ertic l e focusing effects 

o f the Bevatron fringe field. 

Distributed along the pion beam were various scintillation counters 

(Sl) S2) S3, S4 and S4V) for monitoring the beam. Sl and S2 were 

3"xl-l / 2" scintillations s et directly in back o f the collimator and 

over l apped i n such a way as to define an 11e l ectronic aperture" for 

t he beam. These counters were used as a beam monitor by the Bevatron 

operators. S3 was a 3"x3"xl/4" counter that h e lped remove b eam particles 

that scattered off the walls of the beam tube and Q3. The combination of 
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M5 

Figure 25 - The Pion Beam. 
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84 and S4V narrowed the beam diameter to .8" at the front of the 

Production-Decay Region. 84 was a .8" diameter scintillator 1/4" thick 

which was positioned directly in front of a .9" diameter hole in S4V. 

Except for the .9" diameter hole, S4V covered the entire front of the 

Production-Decay Region thus vetoing stray beam pions (S4V was .4" 

thick). Thus an acceptable beam pion had to strike Sl, S2, 83, and 

84 and fail to hit S4V. 

The electronics for monitoring these counters started with RCA 7850 

phototubes. The last few dynodes of these tubes were connected to a 

capacitor bank to help them handle the high counting rates. The fast 

logic which these tubes were connected to is shown in Figure 26. The 

logic modules in this figure are described in Appendix VII . 

This beam spectrometer produced 3xlo5 useful negative pions on 

the targets in the Production-Decay Region for every 1012 protons that 

struck the internal target during a typical Bevatron pulse. This beam 

intensity produced extra beam tracks in about 50% of the pictures that 

were taken by the apparatus. These extra beam tracks complicated the 

scanning of both the Production-Decay Region and the Shower Region. 

Therefore it was undesirable to run at beam rates in excess of 3xlo5 

pions per pulse. 

Because there was no electro-static separator in the beam, all 

negative semi-stable particles produced on the internal target at the 

right momentum could come down the beam tube. These include e-, K

and the desired n-. The electrons are not a serious problem because 

they will necessarily produce a veto in the target veto counter. The 

K particles , however, can charge exchange in the brass target and 
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produce K0 's. For the Ke3 experiment this could be a serious problem, 

but for this experiment the effect of the time distribution is not 

serious. In Chapter IV this background is dealt with in detail. In 

order to know how many K-'s there were in the beam, a 10 atmosphere 

SF6 Cerenkov counter was placed in the beam. Analysis of its pulses 

and time of flight information from the beam counters determined the 

K- contamination to be (.1 ± .05)%· 
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APPENDIX V - TARGETS AND TARGET COUNTERS 

In order to maximize K0 production the targets in this experiment 

were made of brass. If a hydrogen target had been used there would 

* have been the possibility of completely reconstructing the kinematics 

and thus knowing the proper time for each event. However, statistics 

have proved to be the most serious limit on the accuracy of this experi

** ment and the Ke3 experiment so the choice of a heavy target material 

was best. 

Before the experiment was run,various materials were tried as targets. 

The apparatus was set to trigger on two-pion events (calibration run 

trigger). The trigger rates and the number of vees appearing in the 

Production- Decay Region are graphed in Figure 27. Tungsten, brass , 

and aluminum produced equivalent numbers of vees. Tungsten was rejected 

because the multiple scattering of the beam in the first target seriously 

reduced its illumination of the second target. Aluminum was rejected 

because it didn't convert (and therefore veto) enough of its internally 

generated y-rays. These y-rays lead to an excessive Ke 3 trigger rate 

from their conversion in the spark chamber and counter (SS) material 

in the Production-Decay Region. Gamma rays escaping from the target 

(without converting and vetoing) also produce background for this 

experiment when they occur in coincidence with a vee. Therefore, in 

)'> 
This would only be possible if the A were observed to decay a s well , 
wh .id1 would .lower the overall eff ic i ency. 

)'rk 
Er ror in the knowledge of the proper time of ea ch event ef fe c ts the 
deca y distribution by less than 1%. 
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Figure 27 - Vee production with different target materials. 
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order to minimize the y -ray induced ba ckground and to maximize the 

trigger r ate fro m b oth target s, brass was chosen as the b est material. 

However , to furth er reduce the y -ray b at::kground a • l" (1/2 r adiatior.. 

length ) thick lead disk was pla ced directly in b ack of each target . 

The dimens ions and locat ions of the t wo targe ts are shown in 

Figure 2. The brass cylinders were chosen to be l . ~' ( 3 cm) long . 

Because the longi tud ina l production point in the target i s not known , 

an error in the prope r time which is propor tiona l to th e length of th e 

targe~ is induced. With thi s targe t length the error induce d on the 

p roper time by the production point error is compa rable to the error 

i n the proper time c a used by the K0 momentum error at 1/2 a Ks life 

t ime . Therefore, for proper times greater tha n 1/ 2 a Ks lifetime t he 

e ffect of the produc tion point error is s ma ll c ompared to the effec t 

f rom the K0 moment uni error ( . 38 GeV / c ). I t should also b e remarked 

t hat the production point error ( ± . 4" ) is somewhat l ess than the decay 

point error which for the K - 3 n events is± . 5 ' ' · Thus the targe t 

l ength was suitably chosen in light of the othe r errors in this experi-

ment . 

The diame t ers of the t arge ts we re i mportant for other rea sons . The 

first target wa s cho sen to be l arger than the b eam (1. 26" i n d i ameter 

v ersus . 8 ' ' for the beam) in order to guarantee that a l l the beams hit 

t he t a rge t . The s e cond t arget was chosen to b e sma l ler (.75" i n dia

meter ) in order t~ minimize it ' s shadowing effect on events or i ginating 

in the first t arge t. On ly a third of the b eam hit the s e c ond tar ge t 

l arge ly b e cause of multiple scattering in the bras s of the first targe t. 

Directly in front o f each t arget were the t arge t coincidence 

count ers (c1 ,c 2). These co unter s d e tected the beam pion e ntering the 
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target. · Directly in back of each target were veto counters (V1,v2). 

These vetoed the event if the beam pion did not interact or if it's 

interaction produced forward charged secondaries. These veto counters 

would also veto the event if a y-ray converted in the brass or in the 

1/2 radiation length of lead. The veto counters were centered on the 

brass targets by a pin which penetrated half way into the counter. 

This required that the veto pulse height requirement be set low in order 

to prevent veto failures. 

Where the light pipes to these counters passed through the Production

Decay Region they were air light pipes. Outside this region, l" diameter 

lucite light pipes completed the path to RCA 7850 photo tubes. These 

tubes were located as far as possible from the fringe field of the 

Momentum Spectrometer magnet (MS). The last few dynodes of these photo 

tubes were connected to capacitors to allow for a high counting rate. 

The efficiency of the counters was in excess of 99%. 

The fast logic which monitored these counters is shown in Figure 28. 

If the coincidence counter (C) fired without the veto counter (V) firing 

in either target (1 or 2) then the trigger requirement "TARG" is generated. 

The exception to this is as follows. If an interaction occurs in the first 

target with more than one charged forward secondary then the second target 

cannot generate the "TARG" requirement. This occurs because Vl is 

connected to veto the C2 signal through a pulse height discriminator 

(TVD-4) which fires if the signal from Vl exceeds 1 times minimum ionizing. 
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APPENDIX VI - FREO:N CERENKOV COUNTER 

For the purpose of detecting electrons, a 1-atmosphere , Freon 12, 

gas Cerenkov counter was located between counter SS and the Multiples 

Hodoscope. At this Freon pressure the i ndex of refract ion is 1.00105 

which corresponds to a threshold ve l ocity of B = l/N == .99895 . This 

velocity corresponds to momenta of .011 GeV/c for electrons, 2.29 GeV/c 

for muons, and 3.02 GeV/c for pions. The cone angle for the Cerenkov 

radia tion was 9c = J2(N- l) = .046 r adians or about 3°. 

The Cerenkov counter is sketched in Figure 29 . The front and rea r 

walls (perpendicul ar to the b eam line ) were 3/t+" aluminum 2:1d the other 

walls were 1/411 aluminum. The front wall had t wo hole s for light pipes 

at the top left and right extremities and one hole for the free passage 

of the secondar i es fr om the reactions in the Production-Decay Region. 

This window was geome trically the sum of a 7"xl7'' rectangle and two 

half circles 7" in diameter . Its extreme dimens ions were then 711 high 

and 2411 wid e . The rear window ha d the same shape but with extreme 

dimensions of 16" high and 5011 wide. The windows were covered with 

black Mylar .02" thick. The total box dimensions were 1811 high , 6011 

wide, and 35" deep (para lle l to the beam line ). 

There were two set s of optics and photo tub es in this counter. 

Each s e t covered one side of the count er and was symmetrically located 

about the beam line . The first step in the optics was an 1/811 thick 

plexiglass mirror which r ef l ec t ed the Cerenkov light into its light pipe. 

The mirrors in each set were parabolic and were mounted in such a way 

as to be adjustable from outs ide the box. The light pipes consis ted of 
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a non~converging section which branched into three parabolic sections. 

A photo tube was located at the focus of each parabola (6 tubes total). 

The parabolas were made by spinning a form (synthetic fibers and epoxy 

construction) of approximately the right shape at a determined velocity 

and then pouring epoxy into it. The epoxy then formed a parabola in 

balancing the centrifugal force against gravity. The parameters of the 

parabola were obtained by optimization in a light ray tracing computer 

program. 

The 6 photo tubes in this counter were RCA 8575 tubes with a photo 

cathode efficiency of 28%. Each tube had a small piece of scintillator 

with a Cs 137 source glued on the side of the photo cathode. When the 

counter was tested in a 1 GeV electron beam from the Caltech Synchrotron, 

it was possible to get all the light from the electrons to shine on one 

tube at a time. The gains were adjusted so that the pulses from each 

were equal. The ratios of the pulses from the Cs 137 sources were then 

noted. By adjusting the dynode voltages during the experiment so as to 

maintain these source ratios the gains of the photo tubes were kept 

equal. These adjustments had to be made every time the M-5 magnetic 

field was reversed. This was despite the fact that the tubes were 

located as far from the magnet as possible and were shielded by 1/2" 

soft iron cylinders. The tests with the 1 GeV electrons also demonstrated 

that the pulse height distributions under optimal conditions corresponded 

to a Poisson distribution with M = 9 (9 photo electrons on the average). 

The detection efficiency for electrons is estimated to be 97~. 

The electronics for the photo tubes is diagranuned in Figure 30. 

Fi.rst the pulses from the three tubes on each side were added together 
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Figure 30 - Cerenkov Counter Fast Logic. 
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(MIX-1). Then these two sums (from each side) were amplified (FA-1). 

The amplified pulses were split and put to various uses. They were 

individually analyzed in the SPHA pulse height analyzers. They were 

summed and then the sum was fed to a SPHA for pulse height analysis. 

These three pulse heights (the sum and the two individual ones) were 

recorded for events fulfilling certain logic requirements. Finally 

these two signals were fed through a second amplifier into two dis

criminators (TVP-4) which were set at a very low bias (just above the 

noise). 

buffer. 

The outputs of the discriminators were recorded in the BS-1 

They were also combined together with the beam signal (BM5) 

in the GM-1 so that if either discriminator produced a signal in coin

cidence with an incoming beam particle then the logic bit GC (gas 

counter) was produced. The GC signal was both recorded in the BS-1 

and used in the fast logic as the signature of an electron in the gas 

counter. 
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APPENDIX VII- FAST ELECTRONICS AND TRIGGER LOGIC 

The fast electronics used in this experiment consisted of modules 

which were built at Caltech and are described in CTSL Internal Report 

Number 31. Brief descriptions of the various types of modules are listed 

below: 

FA-1 Fast DC coupled amplifier with a gain of 10 and a rise time 

of 2.3 NS. 

TVD-4 Fast DC coupled discriminator with output rise and fall times 

of 2 NS. The input requirement could vary from -.05 to -1.0 

volts. 

L-3 DC coupled limiter with a rise time of 2 NS. It is often 

used to shape pulses for the TC-6 module. 

TM-5 

TC-6 

Fast DC coupled multiplexer for combining digital signals. 

Coincidence-anticoincidence circuit with four channels and 

a 2 NS time resolution. 

GM-1 Gated mixer. 

MIX-1 Mixer. 

IN-1 Inverter. 

DLPS-1 Delay. line pulse shaper. 

DTG-1 Dead time generator. 

The counters in this experiment were organized into six groups. 

Each group had its own rack of electronics which generated a number of 

logic signals for use in the final trigger logic. These groups are listed 

below: 
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Gro up Appendix Figure 

Beam 

TARG 

GC 

MH 

RH 

SH 

Determines presence of :n: cind SS pul se 
and gates a ll the electronics. 

Biases for neutral production in t he 
targets . 

Detects electrons . 

Detect s two particles through the MH. 

Detects two partic l es through the RH. 

Detects 3 times minimum pulse on either 
side of the SH counters. 

IV 26 

v 28 

VI 30 

XII t'1l 

XII 42 

XII 43 

The "Beam" signal was necessary fo r all the other signa l s to be generated . 

... 
The MH r ack generated MH and MHA . The signa l MH req uired the t wo triggered 

counters to be separated by one counter and th e Mlr* did not. The RH r a ck 

generate d the RH signal when there were two triggere d counters and produc ed 

the NS signal when these co unters were on opposite sides of the apparat us . 

A deta ile d summary of the logic r equirements of ea~h signa l is shown in 

Table 12. The bar above certa in signals means tha t it is us ed in ve to. 

The var ious signa ls from the TARG , GC, }frl , and RH (Beam i mp licit) 

racks were comb ined to form the various apparatus trigger signa l s . The 

block diagram of the trigger r ack is shown in Figure 31 . The i nput 

signa l s ( from MH, RH,etc .) were 10 NS wide so with the beam rat e l ess 

than 5x l05 / sec the accidenta l r a t e was negligible . The PIE and PPG 

trigger signals (K - :n: ev and K - 3:n: respective ly) were used simu ltan -

eous ly to trigge r data runs . Before Februar y 2, 1968 VEE was used to 

trigger the TAPE writing and the ca l ibration runs (K - 2:n: ) ?and after 

February 2, 1968 VEEM was used for this . 
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*Indicates that the signal was scaled and logged . 

BEAM 

TARGET 

} ill 

RR 

SH 

*Sl·S2 

S3·S4 

BM 

BEAMDT 

i>EFFBM 

i>BM5 

*C1BM 

*C2BM 

*Tl 

MRGl 

-- used for beam tuning and as a 

control room monitor . 

= 

= 

= 
= 
= 

300 ns. generated by (C1·V1 + C2·V2) 

BM·BEAMDT 

EFFBM •S5 

Cl ·EFFBM 

C2·EFFBM 

Cl ·V1 ·BM5 

= c2"v2 · BMS 

= Tl + T2 

= GCN + GCS 

= > 1 counter from MR 
-

MRG2 = > 2 counters fro~ MR 

MRAC 

i>}:\H 

\.._ MHi> 

RHN 

RHS 
RHG l 

RHG2 

*RH 

*NS 

{ 

SHN 

SHS 
i>SH 

= Adj acent MR counters fir ed 

= MHG l ·MRG2 ·MHAC ·BM5 

= MRGl ·MRG2 · BM5 (a l so ca lled MI-IWOS ) 

= signa l in RH 1-16 

= signa l in RR 17-32 

= > 1 counter in RH 

= > 2 counters in RH 
= RHGl ·RHG2 ·BM5 

= RHN ·RHS 

= sum of North above TVD-4 threshold 

= sum of South above TVD-4 threshold 
= (SHN + ·SHS )· BM5 

*VEEM = TARG ·MI-I•'> ·RH 

*PPG = VEEM ·SH·NS ·GC 

*VEE = TARG ·MI-l· RH 

PIPR = VEE ·GC 

*PIE = VEE ·GC 

*PDPEFFBE..4.M = EFFBM·(~dea~e) 

;'>S·C·EFFBEAM = EFFBM · (spark chamber dead time ) 

TABLE 12 - Fast Logic Signals 
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Figure 31 - Fast Trigger Logic. 
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APPENDIX VIII-TRACK MEASURING AND RECONSTRUCTION 

The typical accepted event had two tracks which diverged from a 

vertex in the Production-Decay Region chambers and propagated through 

the Magnetic Spectrometer (three spark chambers) and into the Shower 

Chambers (see Figure 1). These tracks left strings of sparks (track 

segments) in each spark chamber they traversed that were recorded on film 

with a 90° sereo optical system (see Appendix IX). These segments were 

measured with digitized protractor measuring machines in which the film 

image was projected onto a table on which the image was measured. The 

operator aligned a measuring line and a cross hair with the track seg

ments. The machine then digitized the position of the cross hair and 

angular orientation of the line and recorded the information on a computer 

card. The measuring machines were accurate to ± .007 inches in position 

on the table (this corresponded to about .025 inches in the real space of 

the apparatus) and 2 milliradians in angle. The optical alignment and 

calibration of the measuring machines were checked periodically by mea

suring points on the projected image of an accurate cartesian grid. 

On each measured frame the track segments were measured relative to 

a set of transfer fiducials that were flashed for each event. These 

transfer fiducials set the magnification, the position, and the orienta

tion of each frame. The position of each spark chamber image was deter

mined relative to the transfer fiducials by periodically measuring the 

transfer fiducials and the full fiducials which were flashed once per 

beam pulse. The full fiducials were accurately surveyed in the 

a pparatus coordinate system. They consisted of electro-luminescent 
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strips which were notched every four inches. There was one full fiducial 

strip per spark chamber image. The average of ten full fiducial measure

ments was used in the analysis of each measured event. The full fiducial 

measurements were distributed over a range of about 10,000 serial numbers. 

Movements of the optical systems (changes in the positions of the transfer 

fiducials relative to the full fiducials) occurred at the level of 1/30" 

(real space) per 50,000 serial numbers. Thus the positions and orienta

tions of the tracks were measured relative to the full fiducials (accurately 

surveyed) through the intermediary transfer fiducials. 

An example of a Production-Decay Region data frame is shown in 

Figure 32a. The numbers are the order in which the various objects were 

measured. Numbers 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are transfer fiducials whose posi

tions are digitized. Numbers 3 and 4 are the beam tracks whose positions 

and angles are digitized in both views (elevation and plan views, respec

tively). Measurements 9, 10, 11, and 12 are the digitizations of the two 

tracks in the two views (angles and positions are measured). Figure 32b 

is a full fiducial frame. Measurements 9 through 16 are full fiducial 

points whose positions were digitized. Measurements 1 to 8 are the same 

as on the data frame. 

Once the track segments were digitized the measurements were analyzed 

by a program which constructed track segments in three space (of the 

apparatus) from the two space projections of the two views. Optic axis 

corrections and distortion corrections were made as described in Appendix IX. 

The nominal measurement accuracies (after corrections) for each view of each 

chamber are listed below (these are the errors used in the reconstruction 

programs). 
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Figure 32 - A) Typical Production-Decay Region data frame. 
B) Typical Production-Decay Region full fiducial frame. 
(The numbers are the order of measurement of the various 
objects in A and B.) 
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Chamber Elevat ion Vi e\v Plan View 

Production- Deca y • 08 11
) 6Mr .1111

) 6Mr 

Momentum FM .03")17Mr • 03") 500:"1r 

Sp ectrome ter MM .0611 )17Mr .06")500Mr 

RM • 03 11
, ) l 7Mr .03")17Mr 

Showe r .20")17Mr . 20")17Mr 

The angular error of 500Mr assigned to the FM and the MM chambers 

was a technique for removing these angular measurements from the f itting 

procedure . The se measured angles were found to vary systema tically 

(± 35 Mr) with the magnetic field so the y were effectively dropp ed as a 

constraint by applying this l arge error (500 Mr ). The above errors were 

determined both from distortion grid mea surements and from measurements 

of "straight- through" t racks (no magnetic field). The meas urements of the 

straight- through trancks also aided in checking the relative alignment of 

the spark chambers (independ ently of the survey). 

As described in Cha pter III the measuring of events occurred in two 

steps. First the track segments in the Production-De cay Region and the 

Shower Region were mea sured and preliminary trajectories were recon-

structed. These preliminary trajectories were then used to t e ll the 

measurer where to look for tracks in the Momentum Spe ctrome ter Chambers . 

The measurer was instructed to measure everything within 411 (in apparatus 

space) of where he was told to look. The clos est measurement to the pre-

liminary traj ectory was then used as the measured track segment if it fell 

within cer tain l imits of the first fitted traj ec tory. These limits were: 
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Chamber Elevation View Plan View 

FM ± l" ± l" 

MM ± l" ± 2" 

RM ± l" ± 2" 

If an acceptable measurement could not be found for a trajectory in a 

certain chamber then that track segment was not used in the final fit. 

The acceptable measurements were then used in a second fit. The x2 per 

degree of freedom for each measurement relative to this second fit was 

calculated. If the worst x2/d.f. was greater than 18, then that measure-

ment was dropped and a third fit performed. This process was repeated 

2 until either there was no measurement with a X /d.f. > 18 or all droppable 

measurements had been dropped. Dropping the Production-Decay Region 

measurement was not permitted and dropping both the RM measurement and 

the Shower measurement was not permitted. In addition, the fit con-

strained the two tracks to form a vertex in the Production-Decay Region. 

The fitted momenta for each track were then used to calculate 

invariant masses for the two charged secondaries under various assump-

tions about the nature of the secondaries (whether they were pions, muons, 

electrons, or protons). This information along with bookkeeping infor-

mation, scintillation counter information (from the experiment data tape), 

trajectory parameters and error matrices were then recorded in 1000 word 

records on magnetic tape. 
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APPENDIX IX - THE OPTICAL SPARK CHAMBERS 

The spark chambers in this experiment were arranged in three groups 

serving three functions. These groups are: the Production-Decay Chambers, 

the Momentum Spectrometer Chambers, and the Shower Chambers (see Figure 1). 

The Production-Decay Chambers were used for observing the K0 decay position 

distributions. These chambers were scanned for "vees" and measured to 

determine the vertex position of the vee and the positions and orientations 

of the two charged secondaries. The Momentum Spectrometer Chambers were 

measured to determine angles and accurate positions for the two charged 

secondaries at three points (entrance, middle and exit) in the magnetic 

spectrometer. These measurements were then used for accurate momentum 

(± 7%) and trajectory reconstruction. The Shower Chambers were scanned 

for gamma ray showers and two non-electron tracks. The measurements of 

the two tracks were also used in the momentum reconstruction. 

Each of the above groups of chambers had its own optics system and 

35 IIllll double frame Flight Research Camera model 207. The track segments 

on the film were measured relative to a set of "transfer" fiducials which 

were flashed for every frame. The positions of the transfer fiducials 

were measured relative to the "full" fiducials which were flashed for 

every beam pulse. The positions of the "full" fiducial in real space 

were known to 1/32" from the result of an apparatus survey (see Appendix 

VIII). 
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The gas system for the ch ambers consisted of a continuously circu

lating and purified 90 / 10 Ne-He mixture. The gas was purified at liquid 

nitrogen temperatures by a charcoal absorption unit. 

The position of the optic axis (the optical path to the camera 

which is parallel to one of the axes of the experimental coordinate 

syst em) for each view of all the chambers was determined to an accuracy 

of 1/211 by two techniques ( path l ength~ 300"). The first techniq ue 

consisted of repla cing th e camera by a laser. The l aser beam was 

reflect ed off a mirror mounted paralle l to the "beam line" ( the center 

line of the apparatus ) and oriented either exactly (± .001 radians ) ver

tical or horizontal by a prec ision level. When the laser beam '~ as pointed 

along the optic axis, it was reflected back on itself by thi s mirror. The 

s econd technique consisted of photographing accurately surveyed grids 

placed at vnrious distances from the camera . When the grid is moved 

. along an axis parallel to one of the experimental coordinates (horizontal 

or vertical) the point on the grid correspond ing to the optic axis does 

not move on the film. The two techniques agreed to the stated accurac y 

of± 1/2". This error corresponds to a track measurement error of about 

1/32" under the most extreme circumstances . 

The optical grids that were used i n determining the optic axis 

were also us ed to map out optical distortions in the Production-Deca y 

Region and t he first two c hambers of the Momentum Spectrometer Re gion. 

The Productiun-Deca y Region distortions we.:-e of the order of .15" in 

space and the Momentum Spectrometer Region distortions were of the order 

of .07511
• These distortions arose primarily from warping in the mirrors 

of the optica l system. These mirrors consisted of 111 and 3" aluminum 
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hexe l sandwiched and epoxied between a l/L,11 glass backing and a 1/411 

glass front surfaced ( aluminum) mirror. Many of them were old and had 

warped. 

The sweep fields for the chamber s were typically 90 V. This resulted 

in a 5076 efficiency live time of l µsec . The chambers fired 400 µs ec after 

the trigger event occurred. At the oper3ting b eam rate of 2xl05 pions 

per pulse this resulted . in extra b eam tracks in about half the pictur es . 

The above discussion dea ls with characteristics that were shared by 

all the chambers . The following sections describe the three regions of 

the apparatus individua lly. 

Production-Decay Chambers 

The Production- Decay Region of the apparatus is di agrammed in 

Fi gure 2. There were 7 sp ark chamber modules distributed throughout 

thi s region. There were 6 modu l es behind the first target and 2 behind 

the second target. One of the modules in front of the first t arget was 

fo r observ ing the incoming beam pion. Each module was 4'' thick and there 

was a 2" gap between modules. The plates of the modu l e were approximate ly 

perpendicular to the beam ( they were tilted slightly so that the optical 

path to the camera was parallel to the plates) and were 8" high and 

1811 wide. Each module had 11, 1/411 gaps. The plates \~ere r emovable 

and each plate consisted of . 0015 11 crinkled aluminum foil sandwiched 

between two sheets of .0015 11 aluminum foil mounted on a brass wire l oop 

that circumvented the decay region. Each module therefore presented .01 

radiation l engths of material to particles trave ling parallel to the 

beam line. 
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Each module wa s pulsed by a triggered spark gap which connected it 

to a 3.9 uf capacitor charged to 9KV. With this arrangement the two 

track effi2i ency was 99% for minimum ionizing tracks. Heavily ionizi~g 

nuclear fragments could degrade this efficiency, however. 

The modules, which along with the targe ts were mounted on a removable 

cart, were viewed from a distance of 48011 with an F4 .5 l ens (9" focal 

length ) thr ough 5 front surfaced aluminized mirrors . The wide aperture 

was used to obtain the high spark efficiency ( 99 %). However , this pro

duced a problem with aber r ations that ma de the sparks appear quite wide 

(. 111
) in places (near the periphery of the frame ). Becaus e of geometr ic 

constraints the plan view image had to be split in half ( down the beam 

line ) and reassembled later in the optical system. Thi s l ed to a "blind 

spot" in the optic.s of the plan view that ran the l ength of the Production

Decay Region. This blind spot \~as between 1/811 and 1/4 11 wide . For the 

· purpose of monitoring this blind spot and the relative alignment of the 

t wo halves of the plan view, t\vo "I" shaped transfer fid ucia l s ran across 

the gap between the t wo ha lves o f the plan view (they appeared as two 

"T"'s in each half). For events from the first target this blind spot 

did not serious l y affect the scann ing and measuring because i t was very 

unlike ly that a t rack cou ld be obscured for it s ent ire l ength . 

After a ll the optical effects both on the measuring tables and in 

the apparatus were corrected for,the measuring accuracy in the p l an view 

was ± .11 11 and in the elevation viei;~ it was ± .0811
• The angular accuracy 

in both views was± .006radians . I t was found tha t the typical vertex 

fo r a K _, 3 rr event could be r e cons truct ed to a n accuracy of ± . 511 in 
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the beam direction. This is greater than for K .... 2n events (± .3") 

because the opening angles are smaller for K .... 3n events. 

The Momentum Spectrometer Chambers 

In this part of the apparatus there were three groups of chambers: 

the front momentum chamber, the middle momentum chamber, and the rear 

momentum chambers. In all these chambers the plates were made from a 

sandwich of a 1/8" styrofoam sheet between two sheets of .0005" aluminum 

foil. The total mass that a particle traverses in these three sets of 

chambers is .007 gm/cm2. These chambers were viewed through an F9.2 

lens aperture (6" focal length). The rear momentum chambers were 

dimmed relative to the others by a filter which passed 1/4 of the light. 

The images for the rear chambers had to pass through fewer mirrors so 

that they were relatively too bright. 

The front momentum chamber was located between counter SS and the 

front window of the Cerenkov counter. It had 6, 1/411 gaps that were 

pulsed with 9 KV from a 3. 9 uf capacitor. It was 8" high and 24" wide. 

The elevation view passed through 7 mirrors to the camera for a total 

path length of 382". The plan view passed through 5 mirrors to the 

camera for a path length of 375". The position resolution in the 

elevation view was ± .02" and the resolution in the plan view was ± .04". 

The angular resolution was ± .02 radians. 

The middle momentum chamber was located just behind the Multiples 

Hodoscope and near the center of the magnet pole piece. It was 1811 high 

and 60" wide and had 4, 3/8" gaps. It was pulsed by 2, 3. 9 uf capacitors 

charged to 12 KV. A shorting gap which cut off the pulse shortly after i t 

was in i tiated was included in the pulser electronics. This shorting gap 
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improved the multi-track efficiency of the chamber. The elevation view 

of this chamber passed through 7 mirrors to the camera with a path length 

of 361". The plan view passed through 5 mirrors with a path length of 

414". The resolution in the elevation view was± .03" in position and 

± .02 radians in angle. The resolution in the plan view was ± .06" in 

position and ± .03 radians in angle. 

The rear momentum chambers were located just in back of the exit 

to the magnet and just in front of the Rear Hodoscope. While the front 

momentum chamber and the middle momentum chamber were oriented perpen

dicular to the beam line, the two rear chambers were placed at a 16° 

angle from the perpendicular to the beam line. With this orientation 

the average particle trajectory through the magnet passed through these 

chambers at a perpendicular angle (see Figure 1). The two chambers were 

located on opposite sides of the center line of the apparatus (beam line) 

and overlapped by 611 at the center. Each had 6, 3/8" gaps. They were 

both 36" high and 60" wide. Each had its own pulsing unit, that deliv-

ered a 12 KV pulse from 3, 3.9 uf capacitors. Shorting gaps were included 

the pulser electronics. The plan views for these chambers had to travel 

in 

366" through 3 mirrors to the camera. The position resolutions in this 

view were ± .OY' and the angular resolutions were .015 radians. The 

elevation view for the rear momentum chamber on the north side (in front 

of Rear Hodoscope counters +1 to ~16) had to pass through 5 mirrors and 

420" to the camera. Its resolution was ± .04" in position and .02 radians 

in angle. The elevation view for the other chamber passed through 3 

mirrors and 353" to the camera. Its resolution was ± .03" in position 

and ± .015 radians in angle. 
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The Shower Chambers 

There were two sets of shower chambers which were located on opposite 

sides of the apparatus center line and which touched at the center line. 

They were both cocked at 16° from being perpendicular to the beam in the 

same way as the rear momentum chambers. Each of these two sets consisted 

of 3 chamber modules stacked in front of each other. Each module was 611 

thick, 4' high and 6' wide, and had 6, 3/8" gaps and 9 plates. The plates 

were made of a sandwich of • 02" Pb between 2, • 02" sheets of Al. This 

gave each module a total of 1 radiation length and .065 collision length 

of material. The modules were individually pulsed by sets of 4, 3.9 uf 

capacitors charged to 12 KV. Shorting gaps were included in the pulsers. 

The first and the third modules were provided with prisms so that the 

camera (455" away) could see down the plates. The position resolution 

in the shower chambers was .2" and the angular resolution was .02 radians. 

The poor position resolution was due both to large distortions and a 

shaky optical system. The camera lens had a 6" focal length and an Fl2 

aperture setting. 
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APPENDIX X - SMEARING OF THE TIME DISTRIBUTION 

The proper times of the K0 decays in this experiment were determined 

by the following formula: 

(AX. l) 

where ip is the production point, iD is the decay point, p
0 

is the K0 

momentum, M is the mass of the K0
, and c is the velocity of light. The 

track measurements in the Production-Decay Region allow the reconstruc-

tion of in to± .5". Because the decays are . three body decays and only 

two tracks are meas~red, ip had to be taken a·s the center of the target 

± .4" (the target is 1.2" long). The quantity (p1
0

) was not measured for 

each event (again because of the partial reconstruction) but instead was 

taken as the mean inverse K0 momentum of the accepted events (determined 

in the Monte Carlo calculation). The effect of these three sources of 

error in r on the time distribution are discussed below. 

To examine the effect of the momentum uncertainty on the fitted 

decay distribution we note that this distribution is given by 

dN s ML M G(L) = ~ = F(~) ~ e(p,L)p(L)dp 
dL . pc pc 

(AX. 2) 

where F(r) is given by equation (1.4); p(p)dp is the number of K0 's of 

momentum p produced in the target (see Figure 9); and e(p,L) is the 

acceptance of the apparatus for events of momentum p and decay length L. 

Expanding the time distribution in a Taylor series 

(AX.3) 
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so that G(L) = G1(L) + G2(L) + ... corresponds to the various terms in 

the series. Then 

By choosing 

p (L) = 
0 

Jp(p) e(p, L)dp 

Jp(p)e;p,L) dp 

this term (G 2) vanishes and up to first order 

(AX.4) 

(AX.5) 

(AX.6) 

where A(L) = Jp(p)e(p,L)dp is the acceptance function of the decays 

(see Figure 12). Both A(L) and p
0

(L) were determined in the Monte Carlo 

calculation described in Appendix XI. It was found that to ± 2% p0 

was independent of Land was therefore taken to be a constant. 

The relative error induced in the position distribution by the width 

of the K0 momentum distribution (representing G(L) by equationAX.6 instead 

of equationAX.2) is 

= (AX. 7) 

where t 
ML = ~ and cr is the width of the momentum spectrum of the accepted 
p0 c P 

events. The term in brackets is zero at t = 0 and t = oo, and is always 

less than 2 for lWI < .5 (the denominator can go singular for large W). 

From the Monte Carlo calculation p0 was 2.3 GeV/c and crp was .32 GeV/c so 

< .02 
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Thi s error is c omp l etely negligible compa red to the statistica l error 

in G(L). 

Next we consider t he error in G(L) fr om the error i n L. The error 

in L arises f rom the errors in L and J., (+ .5" and ± · 4'') descr ibed at 
~LJ p -

the beginning of thi s appendix. The error in L i s CTL = . 6" when we 

combine the errors in .eD and .ep . Assuming that the errors are Ga ussian 

the measured distribution (H(L)) is given by : 

H(L) = (AX . 8) 

If we expand G(L') i n a Taylor series, 

(AX. 9) 

and just keep the fir st t wo t ~rms then the change in the position distri-

bution divided by the magnitude is: 

H(L) - G(L) GI (L) 

a

1 Jr J 
(L-L') 2 

~·a Jr (L-L 1 ) e 2a 2 dL I = -- L = 
G(L) G(L) G L re 

L -co 

For L = O,G'/G i s maximal and is l ess than a fifth for jWI l ess than 

a half. Putting in the va lue of aL we find that ~ < 1/10 in the worst 

cas e . This is well within the sta tistical error (±25% is the error on 

the numbe r of events in the first KS lifetime ) of the reg ion where G'/G 

might be laq;e . 
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APPENDIX XI - THE MONTE CARLO PROGRAM 

The Monte Carlo calculations for this experiment are discussed 

extensively in Chapter IV. As stated there, it was first necessary to 

analyze Ks ~ 2rt decays in order to determine the momentum and angular 

distributions of the K0 beam which emerged from the brass targets as a 

result of associated production (Equation 3.2) from a 3 GeV/c rt beam. 

These distributions were unfolded from the data with the aid of a Monte 

Carlo calculation which determined the apparatus acceptance as a function 

of the K0 momentum and angle. 

The Monte Carlo K ~ 2rt decays were randomly generated in the center 

of mass (uniform c.m. angular distribution) and then Lorentz transformed 

into the laboratory frame using preselected K0 momenta and angles. The 

decay length was determined randomly from an exponential decay law using 

the known Ks lifetime. The decay secondaries were then traced through 

the magnetic field. If the tracks were found to pass through the magnet 

without striking the pole pieces, the yoke, or the coils, then the events 

were checked for the following requirements: 

1) The decay vertex had to be in the fiducial volume of the 

Production-Decay Region. 

2) Both tracks had to pass through an aperture at SS of ± 8" 

horizontally (z) and ± 4" vertically (y). 

3) One track had to hit SS. 

4) Both tracks had to pass through the front window of the gas 

cDlmter (±3.S" vertically). 
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5) Both tracks had to go thro ugh MR counters separated from 

each other by at l east one counter . 

6) Both tracks had to hit dif ferent RH counters. 

7) Both tracks had to pass through the aperture defined by 

the shower counters. 

The Monte Carlo events which satisfied the above requirements were 

r ecorded on magnetic tape for comparison with the data . 

By comparing the successful Monte Carlo events to the K - 2n data 

the momentum and angular distributions of the K0 beamwere determined 

(see Chapter IV). These distributions were then used in a i.iew Monte 

Car lo K - 2n calculation in which the K0 momenta and angles were deter

mined randomly (weighted with the above distributions). The accepted 

Monte Car lo events (from this secon d calculati~n ) were then c ompared to 

the data directly. The K0 momentum and angular distribution are compa r ed 

in Figure 10 and the decay l ength distributions are compared i n Figure 

11 (Chapter IV). The pos ition distribut ions of the s econdaries at the 

SS, MR; and RH apertures are compared in Figures 33 and 34 for Tl 

events. The only d iscrepancy is a slight dep letion of t racks near the 

center o f the plan v iew ( Figure 34). This i s probably caused by a tendency 

to lose tracks near the c enter of the shower chambers where the optics and 

the chambers are split into. two halves ( tracks would often cross each 

other here and get confused). Also this i r the r egion in which extra b eam 

tra cks appear . These extra tracks could cause the rej ect ion of an event by 

pr o j ecting into a triggered RH counter. The effect of t his depletion on 

the vertex distribution in the Production-De cay Region was found to be 

negligible . 
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Figure 33 - Comparison of track density distributions 
between calibration run data (points) and 
Monte Carlo events i n the elevation views 
at the (a) SS, (b) MR, and (c) RH apertures. 
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Figure 34 - Comparison of track density distributions 
between calibration run data (points) and 
Monte Carlo events in the plan views at 
the (a) SS, (b) MH, and (c) RH apertures. 
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The largest discrepancy between the KS - 2rc data and the Monte Carlo 

calculation was that there was only 70<f/:, ± 10% as many T2 events as 

expected (relative to the number of Tl events). This effect could have 

been caused by the different geometrics of the two targets (both loca

tion and size). Charged secondaries generated in T2 could strike the 

MH (thus vetoing the event) without passing through V2 (this was not 

true of Tl). Charged secondaries in T2 had less brass to traverse (1/2 

the diameter of Tl) in order to reach V2. Finally, ~'s generated in T2 

were substantially closer to the MH (55" vs 80") so that their decay 

products could strike the MH more readily thus vetoing the event. It 

was not possible to include these effects in the Monte Carlo calcula

tions so this normalization difficulty remains unsolved. Partially for 

this reason the K - 3rc events from T2 were not used in the final data 

sample. 

K - 3rc 

The K - 3rc Monte Carlo calculation was done in much the same way 

as the K - 2rc calculation. The momentum and angular distributions of 

the K0 's as determined from the K - 2rc calculations were used to generate 

K0 decays at four longitudinal positions in the Production-Decay Region. 

The decays were initially generated with a uniform Dalitz plot distribu

tion. The charged secondaries were then put through the same program as 

the K - 2rc events in order to trace the orbits through the magnet and to 

apply aperture requirements. The same requirements were made on these 

events as the K - 2rc events with the following differences: 
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a) The MH requirement (* 5) did not demand the one counter separa

tion between the triggered counters. 

b) The tracks did not have to pass through the gas counter window 

(:fl: 3). 

c) The tracks had to be on opposite sides of the RH (:fl: 6). (One 

had to go through RH ~l-*16 while the other went through 117-#32.) 

d) One of the y-rays from the rt0 decay had to hit the shower 

counters. 

The events which met these demands were written out on magnetic tape. 

Later these K ~ 3rt events on the tape were subjected to additional 

requirements (see the discussion in Chapter IV). These events were 

weighted and cut to include the effects of: 

1) The Dality plot density dependence on Mn+rt- . 
2) The shower counter y-ray energy bias (see Figure 15). 

3) The geometric effects of the computer scan. 

4) The ~-mass cut at MA> 1.2 GeV. 

The successful events were then compared with the events in the K - 3rt 

data sample. The comparisons of the rt+rt- mass squared distributions and 

the opening angle distributions are shown in Figures 19 and 20. The track 

position distributions at the counter apertures SS, MH, RH,and the shower 

counters are shown in Figures 35, 36, 37, and 38. The y-ray shower counter 

position distributions are compared in Figure 39. The number of events 

with the three possible topologies (forms of the trajectories) are com

pared in Figure 40. 

In all of the above distributions the Monte Carlo events compare 

quite well with the data events. This lends confidence to both the Monte 

Carlo calculation and to the data reduction procedures. 
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Figure 35 - Comparison of the track density distributions 
between K ~ 3n data events (X) Monte Carlo 
events (histograms) at the SS counter aperture. 
The elevation view is Y and the plan view is z. 
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Figure 36 - Comparison of the track density distributions 
between K ~ 3n data events (X) Monte Carlo 
events (histograms) at the MH counter aperture. 
The elevation view is Y and the plan view is z. 
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Figure 37 - Comparison of the track density distributions 
between K - 3n data events (X) Monte Carlo 
events (histograms) at the RH counter aperture. 
The elevation view is Y and the plan view is z. 
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Figure 38 - Comparison of the track density distributions 
between K _. 31( data events (X) Monte Carlo 
events (histograms) Ht the shower counter aperture. 
Tht' el.t~vntil'l1 vic'w is Y 11nd the plan view i.~ Z. 
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Figure 39 - Comparison of the y-ray density distributions 
between K - 3 ~ data events (X) Monte Car lo 
events (histograms) Ht the shower counter apert ure . 
The elevation view i s Y a nd the plan vi ew i s Z. 
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APPENDIX XII - DOWNSTREAM COUNTERS AND HODOSCOPES 

The first counter encountered by particles entering the magne t was 

SS. The scintillator for this counter was 8 11 high) and 18'' wide) and 

1/8 11 thick. The firing of this counte r in coincidence with the 11 TARG" 

signal from the targets indica ted the production of a neutral in the 

t arget and its decay in front of SS i;.;i hich was loca ted immediately i n 

back of the Production-Decay Region. SS was made as thin as possible 

to minimize the conversion of y-rays in its material. The electrons for 

SS were included in the b eam logic (BMS ). It is diagrammed in Figure 26 

in App end ix IV. 

The ~ counter was located in b ack of SS between t he pole pieces 

of the magnet ( see d e tails in Appendix VI). It was sensitive to e l ec

trons with momenta greater than 11.1 MeV /cJ and produced the l ogic 

signal GC when an electron traversed it. 

The Multiple~ Hodoscope consisted o f lS pieces of Pilot y scintillator) 

60" long) 1 11 wide; and 3/811 thick. These were stacked vertically to form 

an array lS.711 high and 6011 wide) l ocated perpendicular to the beam)8.711 

downstream of the magnet center) directly in back of the r ear window of 

the ga s counter. The scintillator was chosen fo r i ts low attenuat i on in 

order to avoid a right- l eft position bias. The M value (mean number of 

photo electrons ) for the Poisson distr ibution of pulse heights ranged 

from 20 at t he far end to 60 at the end ne~ r the photo tube . This l argR 

number of photo-electrons and an examination of po s ition distributions 

of accepted events indicate tha t no l ateral asymmetry was i nduced by 

this hodosco pe . Each counter was provided with a 66SSA photo tube. The 
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photo tubes were located in a vertical gap in the return path of the 

magnet and were thus subject to relatively small fields. 

The electronics for the Multiples Hodoscope is diagrammed in 

Figure 41. There are three basic internal logic signals generated: 

MHGl: more than 1 counter triggered. 

MHG2: more than 2 counters triggered. 

MHAC: adjacent counters triggered. 

These signals are combined with the beam signal (BMS) to yield the two 

basic MH outputs: 

* -MH = MHGl • MHG2 • BMS 

MH = MHGl • MHG2 • MHAC • BMS 

MR* indicates that two (a.nd only two) counters triggered. It was used 

in the "VEEM" (K .... 21{) trigger and the "PPG" (K .... 31{) trigger. MH indi-

cates that two (and only two) counters triggered and that these two 

counters were separated by at least one counter that did not trigger. 

This signal was used in the "PIE" (K .... 11'.e'J) trigger. The separation 

requirement helped to reduce the e+e- background which usually triggered 

adjacent MH counters because of its small opening angles. 

Both MH* and MH were designed to bias for two charged secondaries 

in the active region of the Momentum Spectrometer. 

The ~ Hodoscope further reinforced the requirement of two 

charged secondaries passing through the Momentum Spectrometer. It con-

sisted of 32 counters (Pilot y scintillator) 42" long, 411 wide, and 1/4" 

thick, oriented vertically. The counters were mounted in two groups, 

42" high, and 65" wide. The normal to each group was 16° to the beam 

line so that the average track was perpendicular to the group. The two 
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groups touched at the center line. Counters ~l to ~16 were on the north 

side of the apparatus and counters *17 to ,p.32 were on the south side. 

Each group was mounted on a moveable cart with the Shower Chamber and 

Shower Counter directly behind it. 

The logic for the Rear Hodoscope is shown in Figure 42. four out

puts to the BS-1 were generated. The RHGl indicates that more than one 

counter triggered. RHG2 indicates that more than two counters triggered. 

As with MHGl and MHG2 the logic here was done by adding the pulse-shaped 

signals for all the counters and then feeding them into discriminators 

which fire when the signal exceeds a level corresponding to the sum of 

a certain number of pulses. The outputs which were used in the fast 

logic and also went to the BS-1 were RH and NS. RH indicates that two 

(and only two) counters fired and is used in all the triggers. NS indi

cates that at least one counter on each side of the apparatus triggered. 

It was used in the PPG (K - 3~) trigger to isolate events in which the 

pions were on opposite sides of the center line. 

The Shower Counters consisted of 14 modules arranged synnnetrically 

about the center line in two groups of seven. Each group was mounted 

behind its shower chamber which was behind its Rear Hodoscop~ and all 

were mounted on the same cart with their noEmal at a 16° angle to the 

beam. Each module consisted of two pieces of Ne 102 scintillator, 52" 

high, 10" wide, and 3/8" thick. The two 6655A photo tubes for each 

module were attached at opposite ends to their scintillator and their 

pulses were added, thus the attenuation tended to average out. The 

photo tubes were attached through light pipes that made a 90° bend 

in order to make the assembly more compact. Between the two slabs of 
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scintillator for each module there was a .4" sheet of lead (2 radiation 

lengths) sandwiched between 2, 1/4" sheets of styrofoam which were sand

wiched between 2 sheets of aluminum. There were 2 such aluminum-styrofoam

lead sandwiches. Each one served as the radiator in one of the groups 

of 7 shower modules. The pulse height for each module was analyzed and 

became part of the tape record for each event. The fast logic associated 

with the shower counter is shown in Figure 43. The pulse from each group 

of 7 modules was added. If the sum for the group on the north side 

exceeded 3 times minimum ionizing then the logic signal SHN was generated. 

If this happened for the group of 7 on the south side then SHS was 

generated. If e.ither SHN or SHS occurred then SH was generated. SH was 

one of the requirements for the PPG (K ~ 3~) trigger. It biased towards 

events with an associated y-ray. Throughout the running of the experiment 

the gains on the photo tubes for each module were adjusted so that the 

pulses produced by the modules were the same for minimum ionizing tracks. 
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APPENDIX XIII - APPARATUS CHECKS AND RUNNING PROCEDURES 

The apparatus for this experiment was a mul ti-media extravaganza. 

Left to itself something was likely to go wrong in a few hours of running. 

Therefore a procedure of checks was adopted to monitor all pieces of equip

ment that were likely to misbehave. The cameras were examined whenever the 

film was changed (-v twice per day). The firing of all the spark chambers 

and fiducials we~e visually checke d every four hours. At the same time the 

photo tube supply voltages and the lights that connected t he BS- 1 to the 

electroluminescence panels for displaying logic informa tio!l ~·:ere checked. 

Each role of film was checked to monitor the performance of the l ogic 

lights and the overall optical recording system. 

During each data run (there were .-v700) the number of counts for 

various counters and logic signals was scaled. At the end of the run 

these counts were normalized to the total beam counts and plotted with 

previous runs. Any irregularities in the performance of thes e counters 

were quickly spotted and corrected . In addition the PDP-8 computer kept 

histograms of counting rates in the various hodoscopes. The display of 

these histograms on a CRT allowed the diagnosis of trouble i n the logic 

path from the counters to the computer. The gains in the Cerenkov counters 

were checked periodically ag.ainst a reference source (Cs 137 embedded in 

the scintillator and glued to the face of the photo tube). The photo tub e 

voltages were adjusted to obtain a predetermined pulse height from the 

reference source. The pulse heights for the shower counters were calibra

ted against minimum ionizing tracks. Necessary adjustments were made 

periodically. 
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During the period of data taking the magnetic field in the spectro

meter \vas reversed 25 times . This was done to cancel out any geometric 

charge asynune tries in the apparatus for the benefit primarily . of the Ke 3 

experiment . Each time the field was reversed the gains in the Cerenkov counter 

and the shower counters were adjusted to compensa te for the effect of the 

changed fringe field on the photo tubes. The hodoscope counter s were also 

checked for any difficulties. The magnetic currents were monitored to .1% 

and the field in the spectrometer was checked to 1% by means of a flip coil 

nea r the c enter of one of the pole face s . Later the field was mapped 

spatially to 1% with a mobile coil. 

During the data taking the norma l apparatus trigger was "PIE" (Ke 3 

trigger ) together with "PPG11 (K _, 3n trigger ) (s ee Appendix VII). Approx

imately every 12 hours a calibration run of about 1500 triggers was t aken . 

The 11vee '1 trigger (K _, 2n trigger) was put in parallel with the above two 

triggers ("veem11 was used instead of 11 vee 11 after the first month of running). 

The "vee" trigger then produced the vast majority of the events in the cali

bration runs. These triggers were later used to isolate K _, 21l events to 

aid in the Monte Car lo analysis. Also the periodic use of this more basic 

trigger provided additional checks on the apparatus. 
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APPENDIX XIV - SLOW ELECTRONICS 

The slow electronics consisted of a PDP-8 computer (4K memory and 

a 1.5 US memory cycle time), the . BS-1 buffer storage circuits, the SPHA 

slow pulse height analyzer (64 channel capacitor storage included), the 

data light control circuits and camera control units. The sequence of 

events was that the fast digital information was read into the BS-1 for 

temporary storage and the fast analog information (pulse heights) was 

stored in the capacitor storage channels of the SPHA. The electronics 

were then clamped and the spark chambers were fired. After the spark 

chamber noise settled down a read control circuit read into the PDP-8 

accumulator the digital information on the BS-1 and the analog infor

mation stored as charges on the capacitors (read these through the 

intermediary of the SPHA). The resident PDP-8 program, EXPO (see DECUS 

No. 8-161 for details) was interrupted (from what ever it was doing at 

the time) and the new data was stored in the memory as 12 bit words (12 

counters to a word). The analog information (pulse heights) used 6 bits 

per counter. After the computer had accumulated three events (both data 

events and tape events) the information was written as a record on 

magnetic tape by means of a double buffered (low dead time) DATAMEC 

D2020 tape unit. Along with handling these input-output operations the 

EXPO program kept histograms for monitoring the apparatus performance. 

At the same time that the BS-1 information was being read into the 

computer, some of the information was used to activate electro-luminescent 

panels which left images on the film to aid in the scanning. The circuitry 
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for the lights was electronically isolated from the BS-1 (to prevent noise 

pick up from the spark chambers) by transmitting the information as a 

light pulse through light pipes to LASCR's. These LASCR's then activated 

the relays that pulsed the electro-luminescent panels. After these logic 

lights, the transfer fiducial lights and the serial number lights were 

pulsed, the camera control units advanced the cameras one frame. Between each 

beam pulse the full fiducial lights were · pulsed and loop generators in 

each camera pulled seven frames of film off the feed reel. These frames 

saved the camera from having to work against the inertia of the 1200 foot 

reels. 
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APPENDIX XV - THE Kµ 3 MODE 

The contribution fro~ the nµV mode to equation (1.6) is complicated 

by the lack of good da ta and the appearance of an additional form factor 

i n the decay . The most genera l form for the ma trix element assuming the 

V-A theory is : 

F = 1 [cPK+Pn) /...f+(q2) + (PK-Pn \ f_ ( q 2)] ~ j,y /... (l+ysH' v 

JPK4pnLf 

(AXV . 1 ) 

where PIO. and Pn/... are the momentum four vectors of the Kand the n, and /... 

? 
is summe d from 1 to 4. The f (q~ ) 1 s are form factors which are functions of 

q2 = (PK-Pn) 2 only . The y ' s are the Dirac y matrices and the W' s are the 

spinors of the l epton and the neutrino. f+ contributes to Ke 3 and Kµ 3 

decays but f contributes substantially only to Kµ 3 decays beca use it is 

Mt 
s uppressed by a factor of F represents the t;S = - 6Q transition arnp l i -

MK' 

t ude by replacing F by g, Li- by g+ and L by g_, t hen the t;S = t:,Q violating 

parameter , X, 

x :=: <;:> 
for the electron mode is defined by: 

2 average over q 

For the muon mode a similar parame t er X' i s define d by : 

X' 

where s = 

(AXV . 2) 

(AXV . 3) 

(AXV . 4 ) 
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When equation (AXV .1) is squared and summed over the spins and multi

plie d by the phase space) the distributi.0n of decays in q2 and cosa (a ic 

the angle between the leptons and the pion in the center of mass of the 

l eptons ) is: 

dN 
= 

where 

is the amplitude for right spining muons in the leptons C.H. and 

Illµ 1 2 2 2 
AL = r:~(-- (-q f_+(MK -Mre )f+) + f+cosa ) 

'1 - q ZM.KP re 

__. 

(AXV .5) 

( AXV .6) 

(AXV. 7) 

is the amplitude for left spinning muons in that frame. Pre is the pion 

momentum in the rest frame of the K0
• 

The contribution of the reµv mode to Imf KK (defined by equation 1.6) 

occurs in two pieces. The AR and AL in equa tion (AXV.5) represent orthogonal 

spin states and are there fore to be treated separately in the sum in equation 

(1.6). The contribution from the right hand muons is: 

= 2iimX yK_ . h 
--L __. rig t µ 

as with equa tion (5.7). For the l eft hand muons we get: 

2(iimfKK)left µ = Jdq 2d(cosa ) recpreµv (A(f);\A( g)L-A( g)LA(f)~) 

(AXV .8) 

(AXV .9) 

where 2recp = reµv 

p 3(-q2-m 2)2 re R, 

16 :n:3( - q2) 
When AXV. 9 i s 

and AL(g) i s defined by AXV.7 with g's 

r eplacing f's. integrated over q 2 and cosa assuming no 
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2 * q dependence to the f's and the g's we get 
/ 

2i(ImfKK)left µ - yKL_, left µ2iim((l .5 1+.29 ~'l'') X+ (.29+ .0 81+i;'l'' )!~) 

(AXV .10) 

where y was calculated assuming ~ 
KL_, l eft µ "' 

= -L This gave 

YKL_, left µ 
= .5 3 

Assuming s is real (references 26,27) and is -1 we then get the t o ta 1 

contribution to Imf KK from the muon mode as : 

2( iimfKK-) = i(2IrnX ( l.07) + (.143)Im s_: )yK 
nµ v f+ L_,:rcµ \! 

(AXV .11) 

T (llf) • 
From the above equation , the branching ratio for KLµ 3 and KLe 3 , equation 

(5 .7 ), and the assumption that l!C I< l ( corresponding to a maxima l t.,S = 
f+ 

~Q violat ion ) we get: 

iimrKK = i(ImX ( l .03 ) ± .03)yK 11 1 t 
L-' a ep ons 

(AXV .1 2) 

The error ( ± .03 ) is reduced even further in Chapter V by utilizing measure-

ments of X. 1 ( equation AXV.3 ) to limit g-; r- . 

*This approximation is good to ±15% over the range of q2 ( see reference 
26). 
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APPENDIX XVI -- THE Kµ3 TIME DISTRIBUTION 

The Kµ 3 experiments \vhich were quoted in Chap t er V ( references 19 

and 25) used the follo ~ ing time distr ib ~tion to fit the data ( initiel ly 

pure K0 beams ) ,,, 
2 

h I f+! 
N±( t ) == --

4
- ( I' ±II' - III ') (AXVI . l ) 

I ' == ( 1 + 2ReX' + jX' !2) e - yst + ( 1 - 2ReX ' + IX' !2)e- yLt (AXVI.2a ) 

(AXVI. 2b ) 

III ' 
-(y +y ) t / 2 

- Lf(ImX' ) sin(6mt ) e S L > (AXVI.2c ) 

where N+ and +II ' is for positive muons and N_ and -II ' is for n ega tive 

muons, y
8 

and yL are the decay rates of the Ks and Kll and t-,m is their 

mass difference . 

The above distribution is a fair approximation to the c omplete dis-

tribution but is not adequate if we wish to get i nformation on g-/ f+ . 

The c orrect ( accurate ) pieces of this distribution are <37 )(X=g+/ f-1- and 

* e: :::: f_ / f;-) : 

I == { 1+2ReX+!X ! 2+a ( s ( l +ReX ) +Re [(l+x* ) g- / f+)] ) 

+ b ( s 2+2gRe [g- / f+]+ 1g-/ f+1 2) ) e - yS t 

+ ( l -2ReX+jXl 2+a( e: ( l-ReX) -Re [ (1 -x*)(g-· / f+) ] ) 

+ b( s 2- 2SRe[g-/ f+] +!g-/ f+ l 2) )e- yLt (AXVI . 3a ) 

f 2 [ .,_ + J 2 + 2 \ - < Y s+YL ) t I 2 
I I= 2 \_( 1- IXI +a ( g-Re x" ( g- / f ) ) +b ( s -l g- / f I )jcos ( t-,mt ) e 

(AXVI . 3b ) 

III== 4(( rmX + ~ ( t_;ImX+rm[g-/ f+)>+bf;Im[g-/ f+])sin ( t-,mt ) e-(yS-1-yL ) t / Z :;· 

·k If s is not assumed to b e rea l all these expressions are 
modified as follows: s(l+ReZ)-Re[s(l+Z)]J SE\.eZ-1.Ze ( sZ ) J 
SlmZ->Im(ZS) and s2-•ls 12 . 

(AXVI. 3c ) 
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where the (-q2)(the lepton-neutrino invariant mass squared) dependence 

of the form factors has been neglected. 

The parameters a, b, c, d and h are given by: 

a = [ff AE:(dq2)(dcosa ) J /h {AXVI.4a) 
' 

b = [ff BE:(dq 2)(dcosa )] /h {AXVI.4b) 

c = ~f CE:(dq 2) (dcosa )] /h {AXVI .l~c) 

d == [ffnE:(dq 2)(dcosa )J /h {AXVI .l~d) 

h = f[<c+D)dq
2
)(dcosa) {AXVI .l~e) 

where e is the efficiency function of the mE'.!a suring apparatus as a func-

tion of {q 2) and (coso: ) (a is the angle between the re and the u in the 

lepton c.m.). The functions A,B,C, and Dare determined from the Ke3 

kinematics to be: 

A == (AXVI.Sa) 

{AXVI.Sb) 

{AXVI .Sc) 

{AXVI.Sc1) 

where P
11 

- pion momentum in the K0 c.m. 
~--

. 2 2 2 2 2 
{e.g. (-q == }1K + Nl1 - 2MK P ,(J.Nl1 ) 

m.£_. == l epton mass 
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= pion mass 

= ka on mass 

The values for a, b, c, and d have been obtained f rom a numer ical inte-

gratiori of (AXVI.4 ) assuming no efficiency dependence ( e = 1) to get : 

a · = .1932 (AXVI.6a ) 

b = .0289 (AXVI.6b ) 

c = .531 (AXVI.6c ) 

d = .469 ' 
(AXVI.6d) 

for muons (mt= mu= .106 GeV). Wh en we calculate these integrals for 

electrons (mt = m ~ 0) we get: 
e 

a ~ b ~ d ~ O, c ~ 1 and 

= 1.550 • (AXVI. 7) 

The coefficients A, B, C, and D appear in the various rate equations 

2 for K decay as the q , cosa dependent factors times continuation of the 

for m factors. From examination of AXV .l and 5 we see that for K0 decay 

(AXVI .8) 

where the first term (C) corresponds to right helici.ty (in lepton c.m.) 

muons and the last three terms correspond to left he licity muons. In 

terms of these coefficients then (for the ~-u+v mode ) 

dfKi( 

2 dq co sC:X 
(Ax.VI. 9) 
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Then integrating over q 2 and cosa with no fo rm factor dependences on 

2 
q we get: 

( ImfKK-) TCU\J = (AXVI.10) 

This equation r e duc es to the sum of (AXV . 8 ) and (AXV.10) by putting in 

numbers for a and b, c and d and noting that 

(AXVI.11 ) 

It is also clear that (AXVI.10) is equal to the non-time dependent part 

of (AXVI. 3c) ( that is III) so that the fit to this term in the Kµ 3 time 

distribution (AXVI .l) produces directly the number which contributes to 

(ImfKK)1Lu\J ' This is the analysis that is used to obtain result (5.9 ) 

from the Kµ 3 data (references 19 and 25). 

The fits to the Kµ 3 data , hmvever, are not quite correct. The 

experimenters have used equat ions (AXVI .2) instead of the accurate equa-

tions (AXVI . 3) ( see reference 37). Without the actual data it is not 

possible to tell for sure what the results would have been if the accu-

rate distribution (AXVI. 3) was used with limit on X from the Ke 3 data 

(Table 9). However, if Xis assumed to be negligible the Kµ 3 distribution 

is: 
hk If+ 12 

(I' '±II' '-III' I) (AXVI .12) 
4 

with: 

(AXVI .13a) 
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(AXVI .13b) 

(AXVI.13c) 

and 
k = 1 + a~ + b = .83 if E = -1 (AXVI .13d) 

(from equations (AXVI.6a and b) a= .193 and b = .023). 

Note that the jg-/f+I term in II" appears with a coefficient [f = .167 

while the Im(g-/f+) term in III'' app ears with a coefficierit a+2b~.082. 
2k 

The ratio of these two coefficients is 2 to 1 whereas the ratio 

of the analogous coefficients in the distrib ution used to fit the Kµ 3 

data is 1 to 1 (equations AXVI.2). Therefore, Kµ
3 

data is more sensitive 

to Jg-/f+I in comparison to Im(g-/f+] than one would expect from ana logy 

with Ke3 data. 

The next step in this analysis is to note that the time distribution 

for ~+e-v at t ~ 0 is extremely sensitive to lg-If+!. If Jg-/f+I = 0 

then there should be no ~+u-v events at t = O. On the other hand , the 

terms involving Re[g-/f+] and rm[g-/f+] both produce effects only in 

regions where there are events even if lg-/f+I = 0. Therefore, one could 

strongly suspect that the Kµ 3 experiments have principally measured IX' I 

through the II'' term so that we can equate IX' I with lg- /f+I Jb/k . 

From the result (5.8) then 

so that 

1x~1 < .18 

1g-/f+I < 
' .18 

.167 
= 1.08 . (AXVI .15) 

This analysis is cl ea rly shaky but it does suggest tha t a re-fitting 
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of the available data would be worthwhi l e . It is pos s ib l e that the 

limits on lg-/f+J could be reduced by a factor of two. The present 

limit assuming that the fit s were sensitive to I II ' (worst case ) i s 

r m[g-/f+] = . 68 ± 2.18 

f rom the data in result ( 5 . 8 ). 

(AXVI .16 ) 
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